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farmers we will see how wretchedly we
hare linked our past and present to what
should be the right kind of a future id
the fate of every Araerioan farm ana
farmer.
Farming for the present alone, is wnat
has destroyed the fertility and brought a
wasted life to thousands upon thousands
of American farms.
The farmer of the
past had no sense of a right future in
his soul; and because he had no such
eeo'e d<> we see the wretched work be
made of the heritage that was committed
to his care.
But the right kind of a
farmer is a man who puts the stimulus
of a more blessed future in hie mind and
heart.
For that future does he make
every needed permanent improvement
on his farm.
For the future does he
construct well planned houses, barns,
and stables
For the future of his herd
does he select the best pure-bred sire
that be can find.
For the future does
he plow 10 and 12 inches where previously be only broke up the shallow surface.
For the future does he buy ground limestone and phosphate. And above all
things is it for the future wisdom of bw
operations that he trains bis mind in
reading iod study of the science and irt
of good farming.
Wherever we look we find that tlie
good farmer of today is the man who is
most wisely farming for the future. Up
on his mental ability to foresee and provide for the future will rest the largest
reward for his labor in the present.
Hence the truth of that saying, "We
want daily a future."
And when we
look him over how immeasurably superior is that type of a farmer who farms
for the future rather than for the present
alone. He is the coming man, the growing man, the true man of destiny in
Such a man will
American farming.
conduct bis farm and all its operations
upon ι he long term unit, aay, of five or
Whatever the necessities of
ten years.
the present may be, be always lays
aside a certain amount of provision for
the future. The man who has no future
in his soul as a farmer, is invariably the
lowest type of man in this great calling.
—Hoard's Dairyman.
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The Future Farmer.
Says Gerald Stanley Lee in hi· book on
"Crowds": "We want daily a future.
Nowhere in our great and complex conization is this want more clearly expressed than it ia in the life of the American farmer. And it la the right kindlof
When that idea
a future that we want.
becomes implanted in the minds of out
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The following essay was submitted by
MA1NK.
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K. Johnson of Meeker County, Minne
for
Collections a Special» 1
ne Block.
sola, in the Minnesota State Contest
the best article on tbe above subject,
KRRICK a park.
It is a
and it was awarded tiret prize.
in knowlvery good recital of a growth
Attorneys at Law,
edge and practice and we take pleasure
MAIM··
I'.KTHKL,
in presenting it tu our readers:
BUtrT C. Park
A'MIson B. Heirick.
Tbefaimerwh takes up dairying in
an intelligent and thorough way cannot
CARL S. BRIGGS.
fail to make rapid strides toward improvement, and the bettering of his
Dentist,
bauk account. Dairying is one of the
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
moat payiDg branches of farming. UuOffice Hours : 9 a. m. to 5 p. y. Even der fair circumstances the dairy cow
Special atteotioi > will generally give two dollars' worth of
ngs by appointment.
butterfat iu return for every dollar's
given to children.
worth of feed given her. Yuu will have
Telephone 143 4
to admit that that is really a good investment.
j. WALDO NASH,
But to accomplish tbia we must give
Unour dairy cowa tbe right attention.
der the way it is generally done on our
farms it is not possible, and if the farmer
T«mpl· Street, rear Masonic Block,
would begin to figure up just how things
NORWAY stand be would find that his cows are
T«l«phon· Oonnaotion.
not netting him very much, and in many
Let us compare
cases nothing at all.
M.
WHIBLEY
GEORGE
">R.
ne of
two system* of dairying briefly;
these aa it is generally carried on, wbere
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
no special care is given, and tbe other,
700 Congress St., Portland, Me.
where special efforts are made to do
4392
Telephone
things as they should be done.
Now, I am going to take you home to
(ours: 9 to 12 and 2 to 5; and by apour farm. We have a history in our dairy
Ρ utment except on Wednesdays.
there which covers both sides. Years
ago we did η >t get much satisfaction out
fice hours at Noyes Block, Norway, of cows. As it
went, we took about as
lay evenings and on Wednesdays good care of them, we thought, as any
">tl
9 Α. M to 4 P. M.
Hut the returns
one else did around us.
were mighty
poor. Our creamery re
turns (or the year beginning October 1st,
&
1907, and endiug October 1st, 1908, indicate that we hauled to the creamery
Norway, Melrie,
1270 pounds of butterfat, for which we
received $863. This was before we commenced keeping records and feeding
balanced rations. We had 11 cows which
Sheet Metal Work.
came in fresh at different times of the
CEILINGS A SPECIALTY, vear,
= EL
mostly iu the spring and summer
Our herd bull, always a nondescript, or
if of auy type at all, more of a beef type
than a dairy type, was allowed to run
Our
with the cows the year around.
barn was good and warm, though not
convenient, but no special care was given
iu feeding. Lowland, slough hay, and
Glasaeg
for
Examined
jyes
cornstalks were the principal roughage;
and when we did feed any concentrate*,
1. wat generally of whatever kind we
happened to have, and we fed all cows
No attempt at any system was
alike.
The cows were almade or thought of.
lowed to remain outdoors most of the

II

Licensed Taxidermist

.ONGLEY

BUTTS,

umbing, Heating,

time, were compelled to
cold water, and we had a great
time fighting lice and vermin on them in
tbe winter time. They came out in the
spring shaggy, lean, and run down, (low
does this picture strike you? Isn't It tbe
Invesway you find it on many farms?
tigate a little and you will tind that their
dairy accounts look just like their cows

days
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At that time our cows averaged 125
of butterfat per year, worth f&i
Then 1 began to study and read a little
Did you get that?—"study
on dairying.
That is the first thing one
and read."
1 saw that things could be
has to do.
done better. I saw that we could get
I began to wake
more out of our cows.
up. I talked it over with my uncle, and
said that we ought to get a scale and
Babcock tester, and aome bran, and feed
ΛΛ—β

Ha

KitnrvKf

lîlra

a

many of us bavo thought, that it
would uot pay to feed those old cows,
and the scale and tester seemed a little

Maine

Sumner.

dowu.

good

(HA.IIMillK,

W.

K.

ice

pounds

Also Window & Door Frames,

Matched line

in wiuter

—run

I will furnish DOORS an.l WINDOWS of anj
■Mie or Style at reasonable prices.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work

The Point of View.

I

Finally we agreed to make
a trial.
Fortunately, several of our cows
I got the bran,
came in fresh that fall.
and began to weigh the milk from each
cow, made occasional tests, and figured
out carefully balanced rations according

high priced.

ο.
15 vears expert Watch
maker with Bigelo*
Kennard & Co., Boston •

Professor Haecker's feeding standards. The results showed at once. Our
next creamery check following was $60,
All Work
while the highest that we ever had received before was a little over ·?80.
Uuaranteed.
There, in one month, we paid for the
brau, the scale and tester, and then
wa
the
out
of
A little
some.
It opened my eyes like nothing
but it pays to walk.
else could. And that is generally the
way with us farmers, when something
υκη», watches, clocks touches the pocketbonk we believe. I
AND JEWELRY.
kept on putting good things into practice
as fast as 1 could.
By means of the scale
With Hoblm' Variety Store, Norway, Me.
and tester 1 found out which cows were
best and dispos«d of the rest. We began
They
to take better care of our cows.
were uot allowed to stand out doors and
ice
drink
nor
to
wiuter
freeze in the
We raised clover hay for them
water.
Graduate
and
Jeweler
Optioian.
and beets for succulent feeding in the
winter.
They were all bred so as to
come fresh in the last part of October
Three
and the beginning of November.
years later, from the same uumber of
cows, many of them the very same cows
that we bad before, with exactly the
same average creamery price for the
year, our returns for the year beginning
October 1st, 1910, and ending October
4(5, or nearly $00 per
1st, 1911, were
MAINE.
butterfat was 2199
The total
cow.
pounds or just about 200 pounds per
Now ibia was from the aame cows
cow.
to a great extent, or at least from ordinary scrub cows. The only difference
was that they were fed right and taken
FOUNDED 1804.
better care of. Our last year's herd record shows that out of nine cows having
a full year's record, the average received
from each cow was 247 pounda of butterΚ r (îirls and Boy*. Send for catalogui
fat, worth $87 43, the cost of keep being
$39 89 per cow, and the net returns
Thin winter they have been do$47 54.
Our creamery checks
ing still better.
'
have averaged close to $100 per month
We expect
from an average of 11 oows.
MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IN
some of our best cows to bring over 300
of bu'terfat this year. Now this
to
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lowestPncesmOxfordCountv
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nothing extraordinary by any means,
it is only a beginning, but it shows what
is
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that

are

a

right.
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W.J.Wheeler

be done when a little care and attention is given.
We have now remodeled our barn and
have it very handy, clean, and convenient
in every way, with plenty of light and a
complete King system of veutilation.
We have a good pure-bred TTolstein sire,
and as soon as we can do so we are going
to have pure bred stock entirely. Things
im
are now arranged so that our herd
The milk is
proves year after year.
weighed from each cow at each milking,
The cows
and testa are made regularly.
are fed before freshening as well aa after.
in
a
regular way.
Choree are always done
in the
By having the cows come fresh
in the
the
with
milking
fall we do away
greater part of September and October,
wbicb is generally a very busy time on
tbe farm, with plowiog, threshing, corn
harvesting, and other fall work. It also
gives more time to attend to agricultural
Then there are one oi
and state fairs.
two months that no milk hauling is nec
much time and
essary, thus saving that
the
giving the full use of tbe horses for
fields. The calves also do much better
wbeo born in the fall, and the cows will
With judiciout
do very much better.
feeding the milk How can be kept up all
winter, and when the spring paa'urt
in
come· on they will come right op
Then, again
their milk flow again.
when the ground freezes and the
work slackeaa the oows come in and
there is more time to properly care foi
the farm worl
them, m well as dividing
the year. Tbest
more evenly through
to shew why fal
are juat a few poieta
is by far the beet on theaveragi >

can

'

These are only a few remark· on *om<
ua to ao de
of tbe thing· tbat will help
will beoom< 1
telop our farm· tbat they
and so that we
more valuable each year,
a beautiful farm am I
tbat
feel
to
befin
ia indeei I
borne is tbla great state of our·
one of tbe bes 6
a good investment and
tbat it ie paealble to poeeeu.
fry··

Many of the later conclusions of life
have been a long time forming. Men
find themselves obliged to reverse the
order of their thought and judgment.
So it has been with this thing we ca
farming. Very much of what we call
the progress of today consists in getting
rid of false ideas, false conceptions of
things, and in taking a point of view
that will enable us to see principles,
ideas and things in their right relation to
each other.
For example, where is the farmer who
does not look upon a harvested crop
with more respect, more regard than he
does the field, the soil that has produced
it? And yet that is a false point of view,
one which in the end will lead to lessen
ing crops and financial loss. There is a
wonderful agreement in the philosophy
of God's moral law and his material
laws. In the moral realm we read,
"But seek ye first the kingdom of God
and his righteousness and all these things
shall be added unto you."
God's law in farming demands the
same rigid obedience to the first right
step, the right point of view. The man
who cares most for the crop and not for
the field that produces the crop, shall
as sure as he lives be punished by less
and less crops. His point of view is
wrong. The man who would seek first
the rewards of righteousness rather than
(
riizhteousneeB itself, reverses the order
of nature in the working of the moral
law.
Very soon there is no power of
moral production and there follows no
moral rewards.
So with like certainty the man who
ignores the soil and its demands for the
tirst and best attention, has failed to seek
first tho right thing and there follows
It
none of the rewards of good farming.
is mighty important that we establish
firmly in our minds the right point of
view which places first the soil and the
maintenance of its producing power.
The laws of God in the soil, in the cow,
and in all things of farming, must be
obeyed just as well as in the moral kingdom, and the same philosophy governs
in both.—Hoard's Dairyman.
Potatoes lo Boxes.
Smith Λ·

ported

Hoyt

of

Presque

Isle are re-

intending next season to pat
up potatoes of selected sizes and fine
as

wooden boxes holding 50 to 60
The package will be put np
with as much care as the soathern growThe potatoes will
ers give to oranges.
be from four to six inches' long and will
average ten to twelve ounces in weight.
These will be pretty good-sized potatoes,
but, if the project seems in a fair way of
being successful, they may put up other
Some leading
and smaller sizes soon.
hotels have agreed to use this stock exclusively. There should also be an excellent market for it among high-class
restaurants and on
dining-cars and
steamships. Some of the growers in
Idaho and Montana are already sending
a few boxes to the eastern markets in
this way, and Maine growers should not
be behind. Although Aroostook farmers

quality iu
pounds.

grow potatoes first-rate, they are
very much behind such men as the growers of Oregon and Washington apples in
marketing their stock. They do not put
them up in sufficiently small quantities,
sufficiently well graded, or of sufficiently
high quality and nice packing. These
things, we presume, will all come in
time, and it is a mighty good thing for
Aroostook that Messrs. Smith A Hoyt
are going to make a start in this matter.
They will without doubt be quickly followed by others, and the better marketing of Aroostook potatoes will doubtless
increase apace.—Fort Fairfield Review.
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World's Greatest
Short Stories
No. IV.

THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER
By Edgar Allan Poe
H

*

Twenty-four famous authors

EDGAk ALLAN

asked recently to name the best
short story in the English language
The choice of Gouverneur Morris
was "The Fall of the House of
Usher," by Edgar Allan Poe, who
won world renown as a short story
writer.

GOVVERNEUR
MORRIS
and served to reader sufficiently distinct the more prominent objects
around. I felt that I breathed an at-

ME

PART I.
UUINQ the whole of a dull,
il
dark and soundless day in tbe
j
If I autumn of the year, when the
clouds hung oppressively low
in the heavens, 1 had been passing

^pyl

mosphere of sorrow. An air of stern,
deep and Irredeemable gloom hung over
und

all.

entrance Usher arose from
sofa on which he had been lying at
full length and greeted me with a
vivacious warmth which bad much In
It, I at first thought, of an overdone
cordiality—of the constrained effort of
A
the ennuye man of the world.
a

glance, however, at his countenance
convinced me of his perfect sincerity.

gloom pervaded my spirit

before me—
1 looked ujhju the
upou the mere house and the simple
Iandscai>e features of tbe domain,
upou the bleak walls, upon the vacant
eyelike windows, upon a few rank
sedges and u|>on a few white trunks of

pervaded

Upon my

alone on horseback, through a singularly dreary tract of country, and at
lenuth found myself, as the shades of
evening grew on. within view of tho
melancholy Ilouse of Usher. I know
not how it was, but, with tbe first
glimpse of the building, a sense of insu B'crable

were

scene

[

We sat down, and for some moments,
while he spoke not. I gaml upon him
with a feeling half of pity, half of
awe.
Surely man had never before

terribly altered In so brief a period
It was with
as had Roderick Usher.
decayed trees, with an utter depression difficulty that I could bring myself to
of soul which 1 can compare to no
admit the Ideutity of the one being
earthly sensation more properly than before me with the companion of my
I
to the after dream of the reveler upou
early boyhood. Yet the character of
opium, the bitter lapse into every day his face had been at all times reinarka
of
veil.
the
hideous
life, the
dropping
ble. A cadaverousness of complexion;
There was au iclness, a sinking, a
an eye large, liquid and luminous be
sickening of the heart, an unredeemed
yond comparison; lips somewhat thiu
dreariness of thought which no goadand very pallid, but of a surpassingly
ing of the Imagination could torture beautiful curve; a uose of ft delicate
I reined
into aught of the sublime.
Hebrew model, but with a breadth of
mj horse to the precipitous brink of a nostril unusual In similar formations;
in
un
btack and lurid tarn that lay
a finely molded chin, speaking in it1»
ruffled luster by the dwelling and
of a want of
want of

gazed

down, but with a shudder even

thrilling than before, upon tbe
remodeled and Inverted images of the
gray sedge and the ghastly tree stems
and tbe vacant and eyelike windows.
more

Nevertheless in this mansion of
gloom 1 now proposed to myself a sojourn of some weeks. Its proprietor,
ltoderick Usher, had been oue of my

companions iu boyhood, but
years bad elapsed since our last
boon

many
meet-

A letter, however, bad lately
reached me iu a distant part of tbe
country—a letter from bim—which, in
Its wildly Importunate nature, had ad-

ing.

mitted of uo other than a personal reply. The manuscript gave evidence of
The writer spoke
nervous agitation.
of acute bodily illness, of a mental dis-

order which oppressed him and of
—

"«·*■
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and. Indeed, bis only personal friend,
with a view of attempting by the
cheerfulness of my society some alleviation of his malady.
Although as boys we had been even
Intimate associates, yet I really knew

His reserve had
little of my friend.
been always excessive and habitual.
I was aware, however, that his very
ancient family had been noted, time
out of mind, for a peculiar sensibility
itself
of
temperament, displaying
through long «gee In many works of
exalted art and manifested of late In

repeated deeds of munificent yet unobtrusive charity as well as in a passiouate devotion to the intricacies, perhaps even more than to the orthodox
and easily recognizable beauties, of

I had learned, too.
musical science.
the very remarkable fact that the
stem of the Usher race, all time honored as It was. bad put forth at no period any eudurlng branch—In other
words, that the entire family lay in
the direct Hue of descent and had alwuys, with very trifling and very temIt was this
porary variation, so lain.
deficiency, perhaps, of collateral issue
and the consequent undevlating transmission from sire to son of the patrimony with the name which had at
length so Identified the two as to
merge the original title of the estate
in the quaint and equivocal appellation of the "House of Usher"—an appellation which seemed to include in
the minds of the peasantry who used
it both the family and the mansion.
When I again uplifted my eyee to
the house itself from its Image in the

pool there grew iu my mind a strange
fancy. 1 had so worked upon my imagination as really to believe that

about the whole mansion and domain
there hung an atmosphere peculiar to
themselves and their immediate viclnlatmosphere which had no affin-

t.v—an
ity with the air of heaven, but which
had reeked up from the decayed trees

and the gray wall and the silent tarn—
a
pestilent and mystic vapor, dull,
sluggish, faintly discernible and leaden

Sprayed Applea Not Poisonous.
hued.
Word comes from the United States
Shaking off from my spirit what
consulate In Great Britain that the Enga dream. 1 scanned
lish press bas been publishing articles must have been
of the
concerning the discovery of copper sul- more narrowly the real aspect
phate on American apples, presumably building, its principal feature seemed
because of spraying with bordeaux. The to be that of an excessive autiquity
articles are reported to imply that the The discoloration of ages bad been
use of this substance "may seriously
great. Minute fungi overspread the
affect the British importation of apples"
whole exterior, hanging in a fine tanfrom the United States. There is no reawebwork from the eaves. Yet all
son at all why anyone should bedisturbed gled
While it is true that copper this was apart from any extraordinary
over tbis.
sulphate is a poison, yet it is also true dilapidation. I'erbap· the eye of α scruthat such Infinitesimally minute quanti- tinizing observer might bave discoverties adbere to fruit that many times ed a barely perceptible Assure which,
more than the human stomach can possiextending from the roof of the buildbly hold would bave to be eaten at one ing in front, made its way down the
dose.
a
even
But
to
time
get poisonous
wall In a zigzag direction until It beif there were a poisonous dose on every
came ioet in the sullen water· of the
the
case—there
would
be
apple—never
ao danger, because the poison, being tarn.
Noticing these things, I rode over a
wholly on the outside, will be washed
off by every ordinarily cleanly person be- short causeway to the house. A servfore eating the fruit.
ant in waiting took my horse, and I
entered the Gothic archway of the
Cleanliness vs. Copperas.
hall. A valet of stealthy step thence
Copperas as a preventive of poultry conducted me In silence through many
disease is not to be compared with radark and intricate passages in my
It ia at
tional methods of cleanliness.
to the stndio of bis master.
beat a makeshift—ao attampt to meet progress
On a staircase I met the physiconditions that would not arise if oleanThe four great cian of the family. His countenance,
lineas were practiced.
laws upon which health depends are I thought, wore a mingled expression
abundant light, abundant air, atrict of low cunning and perplexity. He ac^
cleanliness, and ample exercise. The costed me with trepidation and passed
greatest of these is, perhaps, cleanliness. on. The valet now threw open a door
If filth is allowed around the poultry
and nsliered me into the preeence of
yard it will pollute the air as well as the his muster.
food and the water whioh the fowla get.
The room in which I found myeeif
Rather than use copperas, the premises
sbould be thoroughly cleaned and disin- was very large and lofty. The winfected with fresh lime on the ground and dows were long, narrow and pointed
lime whitewash on the bulldiDgs. Car- and at so vast a distance from the
bolic told may be added to both the black oaken floor as to be altogether
ground and the wall applications. Pool- Inaccessible from within.
Feeble
trymen who keep their quarters thormade
of
encrlmsoned
light
gleams
do
not
find It neomary tc
ougbly clean
their way through the trelllaed paj&fi
use copperas.—Ε. JE. C., Vermont.

so

prominence,

moral energy; hair of α more than
webllko softness and tenuity—these
features, with ait inordinate expan
slon above the regions of the temple,
made up altogether a countenance not
easily to be forgotten. The now ghastly pallor of the skin and the now
miraculous luster of the eye. above all
things, startled and even awed me.
The silken hair, too. bad been suffered
to grow all unheeded, and as, In Its
wild gossamer texture^Jt floated rather
than fell about the face 1 could not
with effort, coimCtt Its Arabesque
huexpression with auy Idea of simple

even

manity.

In the manner of my friend I was
at once struck with an incoherence—
this
an Inconsistency, and I soon fouud
and
to arise from a series of feeble
futile struggles to overcome an habit-

that the glimpse 1 bad obtained of her
person would thus probably be the last
I should obtain—that the lady, at least
while living, would be seen by me no
mora

For several days ensuing her name

unmentloned by either Usher or
myself, and during this period I was
busied In earnest endeavors to alleviate the melancholy of my frieud. We
painted and read together, or 1 listened as If in a dream to the wild Improvisations to his speaking guitar.
was

I shall ever bear about me a memory
of the many solemn hours 1 thns spent
alone with the master of the bouse of
Yet I should fall In any atUsher.
tempt to convey an Idea of the exact
character of the studies or of the oc-

cupations in which he Involved me or
led me the way. An excited and highly distempered ideality threw a sulphurous luster over all.

One of the phantasmagoric conceptions of my friend, partaking not so
rigidly of the spirit of abstraction, may
be shadowed forth, although feebly. In
words. A small picture presented the
interior of an irnmeusely long and rectangular vault or tunnel, with low
walls, smooth, white and without In

terruptlon or device. Certain accessory points of the design sérved well
to convey the Idea that this excavation
lay at an exceeding depth below the
No outlet was
surface of the earth.
observed in any portion of Its vast extent, nnd no torch or other artificial
Yet a
source of light was discernible.
flood of intense rays rolled throughout
and bathed the whole In a ghastly and

inappropriate splendor.

The words of his wild fantasias ifei
he not Infrequently accompanied him
self on the guitar with Improvisations
were the result of that Intense col
lectedness and concentration to which
I have previously alluded as observa
ble only in particular moments of the
The
highest artificial excitement.
words of one of these rhapsodies 1
I was per
have easily remembered.
the more forcibly Impressed wltb

haps

it

or

he gave It !>ecause in the under
mystic current of Its meaning 1 fan

as

cled that 1 perceived, and for the first
time, a full consciousness on the part
of Usher of the tottering of his lofty
The verses,
reason upon her throne.
which were entitled "The Haunted
Palace," ran very nearly if not accu

rately thus:

L
In the greenest of our valleys
tenanted
By good angels
Once a fair and stately palace—
Radiant palace— reai ed Its head.
In the monarch Thought's dominion
It stood there.
Never seraph spread α pinion
Over fabric half

so

fair.

II.

Banners yellow, glorious, golden
On Its roof did float and flow
(This. al| this, was In the olden
Time long ago).
And every gentle air that dallied

In that sweet day
Along the ramparts plumed and pallid
A winged odor went away.
III.
Wanderers In that happy valley
Through two luminous windows saw
Spirits moving musically
To a lute's well tuned law
Round about a throne, where sitting
(Porphyrogenei).
In state hU glory well befitting.
The ruler of the realm was seen.
IV.

And all with pearl and ruby glowing
Wat the fair palace door.
Through which came (lowing, flowing,
flowing
ual trepidancy—au excessive nervous
And sparkling evermore
.agitation.
A troop of Echoes, whose sweet duty
■
u\ ivu«
I
Ills ttt'llOU WHS HIltM Utile·/
Was but to sing
His voice varied rapidly In voices of surpassing beauty
and sullen.
wit and wisdom of their king.
The
from a tremulous Indecision (when the
V.
auimal spirits seemed utterly iu abeyBat evil things in robes of sorrow
con
ance) to that species of energetic
monarch's
the
high estate
Assailed
cision—thai abrupt, weighty, unhurried (Ah, let us mourn, for never morrow
that
Shall dawn upon him, desolate!).
and hollow sounding enunciation;
leaden, self lia lanced and perfectly And round about hi* home the glory
That blushed and bluomed
modulated guttural utterance, which la but a dim remembered story
drunkard
lost
the
In
may be observed
Of the old tine entombed.
or the Irreclaimable eater of opium,
VI.
Intense
most
his
during the periods of
And travelers now within that valley
excitement.
windows see
lltten
red
the
Through
It was thus that he spoke of the ob- Vast forms that move fantastically
desire
To a discordant melody.
ject of my visit, of his earnest
While, like a rapid ghastly river,
to see me and of the solace he expectThrough the pale door
He entered at A hideous throng rush out forever
ed me to afford him.
to
And laugh, but smile no more.
some length Into whnt he conceived
be the nature of his malady. It disI well remember that suggestions

played itself in a host of unnatural
a
sensations. He suffered much from
morbid acuteness of the senses; the
most Insipid food wag alone endurable;
he could wear only garments of certain texture; the odors of all flowers
were oppressive: bis eyes were tortured by even a faint light and there
were but peculiar sounds and these
from stringed Instruments which did
not Inspire Mm with horror.
To an anomalous species of terror I
found him a bounden slave. "I shall
perish," said he. "I must perish In
this deplorable folly. Thus, thus, and
I dread
not otherwise, shall I be lost

the events of the future, not In them
•elves, but in their results. I shudder
at the thought of any, even the most
trivial Incideut. which may operate
of soul.
upon this intolerable agitation
I have ludecd no abhorrence of danger
except in Its absolute effect—In terror.
In this unnerved. In this pitiable condi-

tion, I fee! that the period will sooner
or later arrive when I must abandon

life and reason together In some struggle with the grim phantasm—fear."
I learned, moreover, at Intervals
and through broken and equivocal
hints, that he was enchained by certain
superstitious Impressions In regard to
the dwelling which he tenanted and
whence, for many yWrs. he had never

arising from this ballad led us into α
train of thought wherein there became
manifest an opiiilon of Usher's, wblch
I mention not so much un account of
Its novelty (for other neu have thought
thus) as on aoccfcmt of the pertinuclty
wltb which be maintnined it. This
In its general form, was that

opinion.

of the seutieuce of all vegetable things.
I lack words to express the full extent or the earuest abauduu of bis

persuasion. The belief, however, was
connected (as 1 have previously hinted) with the gray stones of the home
of his forefathers. The conditions of

the sentience had been here, he imagined, fulfilled in the method of collocation of these stones, its evidence
—the evidence of the sentience—was
to be seen, be said (and I here started as he spoke), in the gradual yet
certain condensation of an atmoswuters
phere of their own about the
The result was disand the walls.
coverable, he added. In that silent yet
importunate and terrible influence
for centuries had molded the

which

destinies of his fumily und which
made him wbut I now saw him—what

comhe was. Such opinions need no
ment, and I will make none.

however,
although
with hesltutfou, that much of the peculiar gloom which thus uttllcted him
could be traced to u more natural and
far more palpable origlu, to the severe
and loûg continued Illness—indeed, to

the evidently approaching dissolution
of a tenderly beloved sister, his sole
companion for long years. Ids last aud
only relative on earth. "Her decease."
he suld with a bitterness which 1 can
never forget, "would leave him-him
the hopeless and the frail—the last of
the ancient race of the Ushers." While

he spoke the Lady Madellne-for so
she was called, passed slowly through
a remote portlou of the apartment, and
without having noticed my preseuce.
disa|>peared. I regarded her with an
utter nstoulshment not uuiuingled with
dread, aud yet I found It Impossible
to account for such feelings. A sensation of stuiHir oppressed me. as my
eyes follow»«d her retreating steps.
The disease of the Lady Madeline bad
long battled the skill of her physlciHne.
A settled apathy, a gradual wasting
away of the person and frequent although transient affections of α partially cataleptlcal character, were the
unusual diagnoses. Hitherto she bad
steadily borne up against the pressure
of ber malady, and had not betaken
berseir finally to bed; but on the closing In of the evening of my arrival
at the bouse, sbe succumbed (as ber
brother told me at night with· inexpressible agitation) to the prostrating
power of the destroyer, and I learned

no cracked and
and tore all asunder that the
aolse of the dry and hollow sounding
wood alarummed and reverberated
throughout the forest"
At the termination of tbls sentence
I started, and for a moment paused,
for it appeared to me (although 1 at

therewith sturdily, be

It
archway through which we reached
were carefully sheeted with copper.
The door, of massive Iron, bad been
Its Immense
ni«n similarly protected.
weight caused an unusually sharp
grating sound as It moved upon its

hinges.

Having deposited

tipped

our mournful bur-

concluded that my excited fancy
had deceived me) that from some very
remote portion or the mansion there
came Indistinctly to my ears what
might have been In Its exact similarity of character, the echo (but a stifled
and dull one certainly) of the very
cracking and ripping sound which Sir
Launcelot bad so particularly describ
ed. 1 continued the story:
"But the Rood champion Etbelred.
now entering within the door, was
sore en raced and amazed to perceive

den upon trestles within this region
of horror, we partially turned aside
the yet unscrewed lid of the coffin and
looked upon the face of the tenant. A
striking similitude between the brother and sister now first arrested my at-

once

tention. and Usher, divining perhaps
some few
my thoughts, murmured out
words, from which I learned that the
deceased and himself had been twins
and that sympathies of a scarcely In-

nature had always existed
them. Our glunces rested
not long upon the dead, for we coulil
There was
not regard her unawed.
si faint blush upon the bosom and the

telligible
between

signai of the mallceful hermit; but.
in the stead thereof, a dragon of η
scaly and prodigious demeanor, and of
a fiery tongue, which sate In gunrd
before a palace of gold, with η floor
no

face, with that suspiciously lingering
smile upon the lip which is so terrible In
death. We replaced and screwed down
the lid and secured the door of iron.
And now. some days of bitter grief
having elapsed, an observable change
came over the features of the mental
disorder of my friend. Hie ordinary
Hie ordinary
manner had vanished.

occupations
He

ten.

were

roaihed

neglected

or

entereth herein α conqueror hath
bin;
Who sleyeth the dragon, the shield ht*
shall win.

Who

And Etbelred uplifted bis mace and
struck upon the bead of the dragon,
which fell before him and gave up his
pesty breath, with a shriek so horrid
and harsh and withal so piercing that
Etbelred had fain to close his ears

forgot-

chamber

from

of silver, and upon the wall there hung
shield of shining brass with this leg
end enwrltten:

α

to
and

chamber with hurried, unequal
objectless step. The pallor of his countenance
more

bad

if

assumed

possible

a

ghastly hue, but the lumiuousof his eye hud utterly gone out

with his hands against the dreadful
no'se of It, the like whereof was never before heard."
Here again I paused abruptly, and
now with a feeling of wild amazement,
for there could be no doubt whatever
that in this (instance I did actually
hear, although from what direction it
his own fantautic yet impressive superproceeded I found it impossible to say,
stitions.
low and apparently distant but
a
to
It was especially upon retiring
harsh,
protracted and most uuusuui
bed late in the night of the seventh
ur grating sound—tho exact
screaming
or eighth day after the placing of the
of what my fancy had alcounterpart
Lady Madeline within the donjon that ready conjured up for the dragon's unI experienced the full power of such
ness

The once occasional buskiness of his
tone was heard no more, and a tremulous quaver, as if of extreme terror,
habitually characterized his utterance.
I felt creeping upon me by slow yet
certain degrees the wild Influences of

Sleep

natural shriek.

not near my
the hours waned and
1 struggled to reason off

feelings.

couch,

came

I certainly was, upon
Oppressed,
the occurrence of this second and most
extraordinary coincidence by α thousand contlicting sensatlous, in which
as

while
waned away.
the nervousness which had dominion
I endeavored to believe that
over me.
much, if not all of what I felt, was
due to the bewildering influence of the

wonder and extreme terror were predominant I still retained sufficient
presence of mind to avoid exciting by
any observation the sensitive nervous1 was by no
ness of my companion.
means certain that he had noticed the

gloomy furniture of the rocm—of the
dark and tattered draperies which, tortured into motion by the breath of α
rising tempest, swayed fitfully to and
fro upon the walls and rustled uneasily about the decorations of the bed.
But my efTorts were fruitless. An ir-

sounds in question, although assuredly
a strange alteration bad during the
last few minutes taken place in his

From a position fronting
my own he had gradually brought
around bis chair so as to sit with his
face to the door of the chamber, and
thus I could but partially perceive bis
featurc-s, although 1 saw that his lips
trembled, as If he were murmuring in-

demeanor.

tremor gradually pervaded
my frame, and at length there sat upon
my very heart an incubus of utterly
causeless alarm. Shaking this off with
a gasp and a struggle I uplifted myself
upon the pillows, aud, peering earnestwithin the intense darkness of the

repressible

ly
chamber, heurkeued—I
except that

an

Uls bead had dropped upon
his breast, yet I knew that he was not
asleep from the wide and rigid opening of the eye as 1 caught a glance of
it in profile. The motion of Ills body,
too, was at variance with this Idea,
for he rocked from side to side with a

audibly.

know not why,

instinctive spirit prompt-

me-to certain low und indefinite
came
which
through the
pauses of the storm at long intervals,
ed

sounds

I knew not whence. Overpowered by
an intense sentiment of horror, unaccountable yet unendurable, I threw on
my clothes with huste, for I felt that
I should sleep no more during the

gentle yet constant and uniform sway.
I resumed the narrative:
"Aiid now the champion, having escaped from the terrible fury of the
dragon, bethinking himself of the

and endeavored to arouse myself from the pltiuble condition into
which I bad fallen by pacing rapidly
to and fro through the apartment.

night,

λ

il au

luai-u

uui

it

»»

·"

brazen shield and of the breaking up
of the enchantment which was upon
it, removed the carcass from out of

the way before him and approached
valorously over the silver pavement of
the castle to where the shield was
upon the wall, which in sooth tarried
not for his full coming, but fell dowu

*——

when a light step on nn adjoining staircase arrested my attention.
I presently recognized It as that of
In an Lnstant afterward he
Usher.
rapped with a gentle touch at my door
manner

at his feet upon the silver floor with a
mighty great and terrible ringing

and entered, bearing.a lamp.
tenance was, as usual, cadaverously
wan; but, moreover, there wns a species of mad hllnrlty In his eyes, nn evidently restrained hysteria In his whole
His air appalled me. but
demeanor.
anything was preferable to the solitude
Ills coun-

sound."

No sooner had these syllables passed
my lips than, as if a shield of brass
bad Indeed at the moment fallen heavily npon a floor of sliver, I became
aware of a distinct, hollow, metallic
and clangorous yet apparently muffled
reverberation. Completely unnerved, I
leaped to my feet, but the measured
rocking movement of Usher was un·
disturbed. 1 rushed to the chair in
which he sat. His eyes wore bent fixedly before him and throughout bis

which 1 bad so long endured.
"And you have not seen It?" be· said
abruptly after having stared about
him for some moments in silence—"you
have not then seen it? But stay! You

Thus speaking and having
shall."
carefully shaded bis lamp, he hurried

countenance there reigned a
stony rigidity. But as I placed mj
hand upon his shoulder there came u
strong shudder over his whole person,
a sickly smile quivered about*bls lips
and I saw that be spoke a low, hurried
and gibbering murmur, as If uncon
sclous of my presence. Betiding close
ly over him, I at length drank in the
hideous import of his words.
whole

to one of the casements aud threw It
freely open to the storm.
The impetuous fury of the entering
gust nearly lifted us from our feet, it

was, Indeed, a tempestuous yet sternly
beautiful night, and one wildly singuA
lar in its terror and its beauty.
whirlwind bad apparently collected its
force in our vicinity, for there were
frequent and violent alterations in th«i
direction of the wind, and the exceeding density of the clouds (which hung
so low as to press upon the turrets of

Yee, I hear It au<5
"Not hear it7
havo beard it Long, long, long, man;
minutes, many hours, many days bavt
I heard It, yet I dared not—oh, pity me
miserable wretch that 1 am—I daretl
We have pui
not—dared not speak.
Said I noi
her living in the tomb!
that my senses were acute? 1 now
tell you that 1 heard her tlrst feoblt
movement in the hollow coflin. 1 heart
them—many, many days ago—yet 1
Anc
dared not—I dared not s|>eak!
now, tonight. Kthelred—lia, ha!—thi
breaking of the hermit's door and tin
death cry of the dragon and the clan
gor of the.shield-say, rather, the rend
lug of her coilin—and the grating ol
the Iron hinges of her prison and hei

the house) did not prevent our perceiving the lifelike velocity with which
they flew careering from all points
against each other, without passing
I say that
away Into the distance.
even their exceeding density did not
prevent our perceiving this. Yet we
had no glimpse of the moon or stars
nor was there any flashing forth of the
lightning. But the under surfaces of
the huge masses of agitated vapor, as
well as all terrestrial objects Immediately around us, were glowing In the
unnatural light of a faintly luminous
and distinctly visible gaseous exhalation which enshrouded the mansion.

struggles within the coppered arrbwaj
of the vault! Oh. whither shall 1 fly'

"You must not—you shall not behold
this!" said I sbudderlngly to Usher an
I led him, with a gentle violence, from
the window to a seat. 'These appearances which bewilder you are merely
electrical phenomena not uncommon,
or It may be that they have their
ghastly origin in the rank miasma of

Will she not be here anon? Is she nol
me for my haste'
Have I not beard her footstep on tbt
stair? Do I not distinguish that beavi
and horrible beating of her heart'
Madman.'"—here be spraug furlouslj
to his feet and shrieked out bis syllu
bles as If In the effort be were glvinj.
up bis soul—"Madman! I tell you thai
she now stands without the door!"

hurrying to upbraid

PART II.
NE evening, having informed
me abruptly that the Lady
Madeline was no more, be stated bis intention of preserving the tarn.

ventured forth.
He udml&ted.

her corpse 'or η fortnight, previously
to its fiual Interment, in one of the
main
vaults within the
numerous
walls of the building. The brother
be
bad been led to bis resolution (so

by consideration of the unusual character of the malady of the
deceased, of certain obtrusive and
of her medieager inquiries on.the part
cal man aud of the remote and exposed
told

me)

the
situation of tbe burial ground of
1
family. I will not deny tbat when
called to mind tbe sinister countenance
tbe
of the person whom 1 met upon
at
staircase on the day of ray arrival
tbe bouse 1 bad no desire to oppose
a
what 1 regarded as, at best, but
harmless and by no means an unnat-

ural precaution.
At tbe request of Usher, I personally
aided bira in tbe arrangements for the
Tbe body
temporary entombment.
alone
having been eucofflned, we two
bore It to Its rest The vault In wblch
and
we placed It was small, damp
entirely without means of admission
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Let us close this casement
The air is chilling and dangerous to
fayour frame. Ilere Is one of your
vorite romances. I will read, and you
shall listen, and so we will pass away

As If In the superhuman energy ο
his utterance there had been found th<
potency of a spell, the huge antiqui
panels to which the speaker poiute<
threw slowly back upon the instau
1
their ponderous and ebony jaws.
was tbe work of the rushing gust
But, then, without those doors then
did stand tbe lofty and enshroudei 1
figure of tbe Lady Madeline of Debet
There was blood upon her white robe:

this terrible night together."
The antique volume which I bad taken up was the "Mad Trlst" of 8lr
Launcelot Canning, but I bad called
It a favorite of Usher's more In sad
Jest than In earnest, for. In truth,
there is little In its uncouth and unimaginative prolixity which could have

had Interest for the lofty and spiritual
Ideality of my friend. It was, however,
the only book Immediately at band.
I had arrived at that well known
portion of tbe story where Ethelred.
the hero of the trlst, having sought in
vain for peaceable admission into the
dwelling of tbe hermit, proceeds to
make good au entrance by force. Ilere.
It will be remembered, the words of

tbe narrative run thus:
"And Ethelred. who was by nature
of a doughty heart and who was now
mighty withal on account of the powerfulness of the wine whlcb he had

Immefor light, lying at great deptb
of tbe drunken, waited no longer to parley
diately beneath :hat portion
in sooth, was
building in which was my own sleep- with the hermit, who,
been used ap- of an obstinate and mallceful turn,
bad
It
apartment
ing
for but, feeling the rain upon bis shoulparently In remote feudal times
of The
the worst purposes of a donjon keep ders and fearing tbe rising
and in later days as a place of deposit tempest, uplifted his mace outright
com- and with blows made quickly room in
for powder or some other highly
bustible substance, as a portion of It* the plankings of the door for bis
floor and tbe wbole interior of a long gaontleted hand, and now, pulling

and tbe evidence of some bitter strug
gle upon every portion of her emaclat

ed framer For a moment she remain
ed trembling and reeling to and fn ;
upon tbe threshold; then, with a low
moaning cry, fell heavily inward ιιροι 1
the person of her brother and. in he 1

violent and now final death agonies
bore him to tbe floor a corpse and ι <
victim to tbe terrors be bad antlcl
pa ted.

tissure of which I bave betore spokeu
extending from the roof of the
building In a zigzag: direction to the
base. While 1 gazed this fissure rapidly widened, there came a Berce breath
of the whirlwind, the entire orb of the
as

satellite burst at once upon my tight,
my brain reeled ae I aaw the mighty
walla rushing asunder, there was a
long, tumultuous shouting soand like
the voice of a thousand waters, and
the deep and dank tarn at ray feet
closed sullenly and silently over the
fragments of the "House of ûsber."

Elephant and Tiger Enmity.
One of the moat interesting employ·
menta of the elephant is in hunting tigers.

From the

lofty

back of his ele-

phant, at a height which, increased by
the howdah, way be twelve or fourt^n
feet above the ground, the hunter can
take his aim at a titrer with a coolness
that he would not iRissess If facing the
animal on terra drum.
If, as sometimes occurs, the tiger makes a leap
for the elephant he seldom succeeds In
attaining the man in the howdah, al-

though the driver in his exposed position on the elephant's neck, is in greater danger.
There seems to l>e a natural enmity
between elephants and tigers, although
an elephant will not attack a tiger unless cornered or compelled to do so by
the tiger's own fault. But then a good
fighting elephant will if he cap once
get his tusks to hear on his enemy
gore hirn to death or literally crush
hlrn by kneeling on him. It is said
that the mere presence of a dead tiger
will drive some elephants to fury.—

8pokane Spokesman-Review.

No Place For Ladiae.
A famous foreign newspaper correa German, was stopping at

Ippndent,

seaside hotel where the dining room
following the New England
custom, were nearly all college girls,
working during vacation in order to
themselves at school the rest of
l

helpers,

keep

the year.

The sj)ectacled young jterson who presided over the table where the German
of
newspaper man ute was undoubtedly
excellent breeding, but she never seem

ed to remember whether the eggs were
to be fried on one side or scrambled on
both.
Finally, one evening after he 1i:id
been served with a meal entirely dif-

ferent from the one he had ordered,
the foreigner lost his temper and si>oke
rather sharply to the young woman.
"Easy there!" admonished his table
mate, an American

writer.

"She's a

lady, you know, old man."

"But I do not vaut a lady," said the
German plaintively. "I vaut u waiter!"
—Saturday Evening i'ost.
Th· Ax In the Glacier.
oue of the celebrated
in
mountain climbers of the world,
of Les Anglaises, near
a

Zurbiggen.

peak
scaling
Chamonlx, accidentally let his ice as
fall from near the summit of the peak.
the
It fell some thousands of feet. In
normal course of things It was buried
in snow and swallowed up lu the glacier, being covered deeper and deeper
each year, and at the same time brinp
ice
carried slowly downward as the
flowed ou. Seven or eight years aftera
ward Hon. C. G. Gruce and Harkblr.
a jn-ak In
sepoy chief, in descending
ιιη<1
the Alps just as night was falling
a great crevasse barred the way, bein^
:t
unable to find the bridge over it. cut
Hark
path down to the bottom, where
ou an ax which had "M.
blr

stepped
Z.," Zurbiggen's initials,

on

the handle.

the
There could be no mistake as to
hail
Ilurkbir
as
the
ax,
of
identity
seen It and used it before.—Christian

Herald.

A Heroic Slave.
There was a humble slave In the palltas<hi<l.
ace of the Caliph Harouu al
The caliph had in his audience chamber twenty rare vases, and it whs
written in the laws of Bagdad that I.
who should have the misfortune t··
break one of these would pay the pei:
alty with his life. This slave oue day
broke a vaso. He was iustautly seiztried and condemned to death. Hut

ed.

had no sooner pronounced
him than the slave turned,
and, walking calmly to the other nineteen vases, with one sweep of the arm
destroyed them all.
"Wretch," the caliph thundered,
"why have you done that barbaroi:·
the

caliph

sentence on

deed?"

"To save the lives of nineteen of my
fellow countrymen," the doomed slave

replied.

A Fashion Garrick Killed.
Women of Kngland in the eighteenth
century wore large hats. Samuel lto_
tl.«·
ers once traveled to Itanelagh in
who was
same coach with a woman
compelled to sit oil a stool on the floor*
of the coach on account of the lucon
veulent height of her headdress. Han

nah More, who was all for simplicity
In costume, writes in her diary that
she has seen women wearing on their
heads "an acre and a half of shrub
bery, besides slo[>es. grass plats, tull.i
beds, clumps of peonies, kitchen gulni
dens and greenhouses." The credit
killing this fashion is given to Garrick.
He appeared one night on the stage
with a mass of vegetables on his hen I
a carrot sus|>euded from each
side, to the shame and confusion of

and

audience.
many fair members of his

Artillery.

the time of Charles XII. of
Sweden the artillery was not considered a part of the army. The mm
serving in It were not soldiers, but re
Ιι I
garded as mechanics. The officers
Charles XII. gave arno army rank.
ortillery officers a rank and regularly
ganized the artillery Into companies
The battle of Pavla demonstrated t!».·
superiority of the gun In the hands or
cur
the Spanish infantry. The musket
ried a two ounce ball and sometlini·'
brought down at one flre two or tbri·»·
The French sent ιι
mailed knights.
of truce to remonstrate against the
Until

flag
use

of such barbarous weapons.

Not th· First.
I'at was servant of a farmer, and ic
bis charge was a donkey, which wii*
kept to amuse bis employer's children
The donkey was following the farmers
wife round the yard one day, and tht
farmer, turning to Pat, said:
"I think that donkey is taking ft Uk

ing to my wife."
"Ocb," said Pat, "share, and lt'i do!
tc
From tbat chamber and from tba I the first donkey that's took ft liking
mansion 1 fled agbast Tbe storm wa i her, sir."—Exchange.
still abroad In all Its wrath as I foun
The Ready Nature Student
ι myself
crossing tbe old causewuj
The teacher bad been reading to the
Suddenly there shot along tbe path
■wild light, and I turned to see wbenc i class about the great forests.
"And now, boys," she said, "which
a gleam so nnusual could hnve issue· I.
me the pine that
for tbe vast house and its shadow- < one of you can tell
needle T"
and
sharpest
has
the
longest
i>
The radian··
were alone behind me.
in the front row.
^ivas tbat of the full, setting and bloo 1 Up went a hand
"Well, Tommy Γ
red moon, which uow shone vividl r
"The porcupine."—London Standard.
through that once barely dls<-eruil»l ι·
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single copies of The Democrat are four cent"
Tbey will be mailed on receipt of price by
«ne publisher· or for the convenience of patron*
on
single copie· of each Isaue have been placed
sale at the following places In the County :
Ho want's Drug Store.
South Paris,
ShurtlelTe Drug Store.
Noyea Drug StoreNorway,
Stone'· Drug Store.
A. L. Newton. Postmaster.
Buckfleld,
each.

Mrs Harlow. Poet Offlce.
Samuel T. White.

Coming

Events.

Aug. 5— Annual meeting of Oxford County
Patriotic Association, Central Park, South
Pari·.
—Ka*lern Maine fair. Bangor.
Aug.
Sept. 1-4—Central Maine fair, WatervlUe.
Maine State fair, Lewlston.
7-10—
Sept.
Sept. 14 —State election.
County fair.
15,16.17—Oxford
Sept.
Oct. 6, 7, S—West Oxfonl fair. Fryeburg.
Nov. 17, IS, 19—Annual meeting Maine State

1

Pomologtcal Society, liangor.
Maine Poultry

Jan. 5, 6, 7—Show of Western
Association, South Parla.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.
H. B. Foster Co.
F. H. Nove· Co.
Ρ roll· te Notice·.
3 Notices of Appointment.
Keal Estate
Green Tag Sale.
Our So<la Fountain.
Green Mountain silo·.
Ζ. L. Merchant Λ Co.
Blueberries
Valuable Advice.
Parker'· Hair Bal ta in.
Whltlemore'· Shoe Polishes.

Here and There.
Eveo the Boston Herald in ite editorial
into archaic
page drops occasionally
form·, as (or instance when It refers to
"sweet pease."
A recent news paragraph calls attention to the fact that in 1910 Charles K.
Hamilton made a record flight from New
York to Philadelphia and return. Only
four years ago.
Lincoln Beacbey tells Lieut. Porte that
it is reckless to try the flight across the
Atlantic. >fot the tirst time we have
beard of the devil rebukiag sin.
The grown-up baa never eaten such
delicious raspberries as those we found
In the fence rows on a hot day returning
from the swimming bole.—Exchange.
And never will, so long as the earth
shall stand.

|
|

Society notes: Mrs. Angle, held for
investigation by the police in coonrctioo
wltb a recent death, has gone to her sum-

where she anticiMrs. Carman,
under indictment for manslaughter, ha·
decided to give up the quiet summer
which she had intended, aud will favor a
number of the most fashionable resort·
with her presence for a short time each.
mer

pates

home in
a

Maine,

pleasant

season.

|

A Kansas paper calls for the extermination of the mo«quito.
Everybody
Also
would be willing to vute for tbat.
And they
for the abolition of poverty.
the
same
about
will be accomplished
time.
Even now that Huerta is eliminated,
the Washington dispatches say that
"Peace is by no means assured in Mexico." Almost superfluous information to
intelligent readers.
Treatment of Work tierces.
The Boston Work Horse Relief Associ
atioo sends out the following hot weather
rules. They are worth reading and fol-

lowing:
»
«
*·

J
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2. Stop in the shade if possible.
Water your borse as often as pos3.
sible. So long M the horse is work inn,
water io moderate quantities will not
hurt him. But let him drink only a few
•wallows if he is going to stand still. Do
sot fail to water bim at night after be
bas eaten bis bay.
4. When be comes in after work,
sponge off the harness marks and sweat,
bis eyes, bis nose and month, and the
dock. Wash his feet but not his legs.
If tb· thermometer is 75 degrees
5.
or higher, wipe him all over with a wet
sponge. Use vinegar water if possible
Do not turn the hose on bim.
6. Saturday night, give a bran ma.tb,
cold; and add a tablespoon of salt-pel re
Do not use a horse-hat, unless it i»
7.
The ordinary bell-aliaped
• canopy-top.
bat does more barm than good.
8. A sponge on top of the bead, or
If dry
even a clotb, is good if kept wet.
it la worse than nothing.
9. If the horse is overcome by beat,
get him into the shade, remove barness
and bridle, wash out his mouth, .sponge
him all over, shower bis legs, and give
bim four ounces of aromatic spirits of
ammonia, or two ounces of sweet spirits
of nitre, in a pint of water; or give him
Cool his bead at
a pint of coffee warm.
once, using cold water, or, If necessary,
chopped ice, wrapped in a cloth.
10. If the horse is off bis feed, try
bim with two quarts of oats mixed with
bran, and a little water; and add a little
■alt or sugar. Or give him oatmeal gruel
or barley water to drink.
If be stops
11. Watch your hors·.
sweating suddenly, or if be breathes
short and quick, or if his ears droop, or
if be stands with hia legs braced sideways, be is in danger of a beat or sun
airoke, and needs attention at once.
12. If it is so hot that the horse
sweats in the «table at night, tie him outside. Unless be cools off during the
night, he cannot well stand the next
day's heat.

Arthur J. Daniel·, of Berlin, Ν. H., ia
hi· vacation with hi· mother
and brother, at Pari· Hill.
Mr·. Cbarlea S. Little and Mi·· Mary
Little, of Evanavllle, Ind., are guests of
Mr·. Little'· grandmother, Mr·. Jarvi·
C. Marble, and other relative· here.
Artbor Shaw ia at borne from Boston
(or a vacation of a few week·.
Mias Bertba Twitchell, of Jamaica
Plain, Ma··., waa the gueet of her relatives in Pari· laat week.
The entertainment and dance given
under the auspices of the Univeraaliat
Circle Friday evening was enjoyed by a
large audiet.ce. The program of music
and readings waa of high cla·· and redacted much credit upon all who took
parr. The violin eolos by Miu Marion
Haakeli, the piano aolo· by Mi·· Roth
Cummiogs, the readinga by Mr. Knickerbocker and the songs by Mis· Mary
Little, all showed ability of a high order and every number on the program
received a hearty encore.
The mixed foursome tournament on
the golf link* Friday and Saturday was
an intrrestiog contest and was won by
Mr. Mathewson and Mies Weimer, defeating in the finals Arthur Shaw and
Miss Josephine Cole.
Next Friday and Saturday at the courts
of the Paris Hill Country Club there will
be a tennis tournament commencing
Friday morning at nine o'clock. On
Saturday afternoon from four to six
o'clock a tea will be given by Mr·.
Davies.
Miss Olivia E. Phelps Stoke·, of New
York, who has spent several previous
seasons at Paris Hill, will return here
the present week and will occupy the
hotte of Mr. and Mrs. Atwood for the
month of August.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur P. Cbamplin and
two children and Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Β
Mitchell of Portland, were at Paris Hill

•pending

Tumi —$1 JO a year If paid strictly la advance,
otherwise f'J.OO a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.

Part· Hill.
We»; Parts,

First Baptlrt Church, Hev. β. W. r. Hill, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. M.
Sunday School at 13. Sabbath evening service
at 7 3Θ.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7 :S0. Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
All
the lat Soixlay of the moath at 3 30 r. m.
not otherwlae connected an cordially Invited.

J
I

Buckfleld.

MIm Amy Shaw, who haa been abroad
since April, tailed for home from Literpool Thursday, the 23d inat.
Clarence Newton of Andover baa been
the gneat of hla brother, A. L. Newton,
thia week.
Daniel March la working for Profeaaor
Moody at Hebron.
Rev. and Mra. F. M. Lamb went to
Kennebunkport Monday, where they
visited former pariahlonera and their
daughter, Mlaa Mabel. They returned

baa oloaed her labora here.
Seth Maraton haa returned from Ohio.
▲ good number started bj team and
aoto for tbe berry picking flelda at J.
F. King»·.
Mra. Flora Daoham Widder of BrookFriday.
a gneat at Qalnoy
Mr. and Mra. A. L. Newton were line, Maaa., haa been
and Bert Day'· during the paat
gneata of Mr·. Newton's parenta at Parla Day'a
week.
Hill Sunday.
Mra. P. J. Mllea and daughter Zola of
E. O. Smith haa been aoliclting funda
have been the guetta
for a flag to be raiaed on Grange Hall Gorham, Ν. H., who
which ia the regular meeting plaoe of of frienda here, returned home Sunday.
and
Feaaenden Poet, G. A. R., and Warren Mr. Mllea came for them in the auto
Ring oame and were
Camp, S. of V. Mr. Smith donateathe flag the family of Prank
at Bert
pole and the flag ia to be in the keeping gueeta during the dayof SouthDay'a.
Paria win
Mra. Clara Thayer
of the Sona of Veteraoa camp and dlaoo- the
and
Wedneaday of her couain, Mra.
all
_

played oh

oaaiona.

publio

patriotic

Morris Farrar and wife of Gilbertville
here Tuesday with C. A. Record.
The body of Preaton C. Lowe was
brought here Wedneaday from Rumford
and buried in the family lot under the
auspices of Evening Star Lodge of
Maaona, of which be waa a former member. Mr. Lowe formerly lived here on
the farm now owned by Leater Ricker.
He aold the plaoe and moved to Rumford
when developmenta first began there,
and haa been employed by the Power
Company and the Rumford Realty Co.
the greater part of the time. He ia survived by hie wife and one eon, Frank.
Geo. Haakell and family have been
with Mr. and Mra. R. Crockett for a few
were

days.

J. E. Warren and wife and θ. B. and
Sadie Spaulding were the guests of the
camping party from here at Little
Sebago Lake Thursday.

Miss Lura Morrill haa been with her
grandmother, Mra. Alfred Shaw, for a
few days.
Lewia Irish and family of Rumford are
spending part of their § vacation with
relatives here.
A. A. Mitchell returned from the

hospital Thursday.
Mrs. Carrie Spaulding went to Auburn
Monday, where abe had a cataract re-

moved from her eye. She ia making a
fine recovery and will be at home in
about a week.
A. F. Warren and Mrs. Warren were
in Lewiaton Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Withington were
Sunday.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Ames
of Oquossoc from Sunday till Thursday
llreenwood.
this week.
viaited
and
Several persons bave called
Mrs. J. C. Frost was with friends in
and
the
here during
past week,
probably Romford Wednesday.
all
know
it
We
closes.
will
before
more
'Γ. H. Lunt and family went to Kenwhat last week was for getting hay, nebunk
Friday by auto for a visit with
while this has been somewhat below the relatives.
standard at times.
West Bethel.
O. L Peabody still keeps hie farm on
Patch Mountain and is now cutting his "Thle Is the time when some good folks,
Who would not tell a lie.
bay on it, while hie mother does the Will
shut their blinds and lock their doors,
housework.
And to their basements hie.
A letter from D. O. Davis of Minnesota And there they'll live, and make folks think
informs us that the season was very
They've gone to foreign shore;
Their exercise they'll take at night,
rainy until the first of July, so that the
Till summer days are o'er,
crops art about three weeks late; but The house wtll wear an altered look
When leaves are turning brown;
since then the weather has been âne, and
These folks will say to other folks,
"
everything i· booming In answer to bis
We're back again In town.'
question about the apple crop, will say
it looks promising, as does also the
Many folks who hold high stations
Seem to think It their vocations
small fruit, except atrawberriea, which
to draw their pay and rations
Just
Mr. Davis will be 83 in Januare past.
And then go off upon vacations.
.and except an occasional lame
ary,if
nes· he calls himself well preserved for
Rain and sunahine.
a person of that age, and especially when
Haying progresses alowly.
thinking of the fonr years of bi· army
Blueberries are ripening.
life in the civil war.
Potato-vines indicate a heavy yield.
in
waa
aaked
Recently the question
Mrs. Dollie Thomas is very ill.
"Who
has
the
button?"
some
paper,
Frank Coffin of Gilead was in this vilNow it so happens that we have it, and
lage Wednesday.
not only one but two of them; and here
We are getting through July without
will give the history of each in a nut- the usual
blighting drouth.
shell.
N. Mills of Gorhatn, Ν. H., was
Harry
The first to mention ia of solid copper in town the first of the week.
nearly an inch in diameter, concavo conEdgar Briggs visited relatives and
and eye being friends in
vex in form, the button
Albany Tuesday, Wednesday
is
the
surface
solid
In
one
piece.
upper
and Thursday.
round the edge a
a six-rayed star, and
Clyde Walker and Jesse Estes are hay
small rim. The under surface contains
ing in pleasant weather for W. Dexter
and
the
crown
the
words,
English
only
Mills.
"Best quality," in small raised letters.
Walter Douglass, who recently opened
That button was one of a set that father the Holt store, is
putting in a large varicoat seventy five
wore on a swallow tail
ety of new goods and is ready for cusyears ago, and being waabed in some tomers.
kind of white metal the whole set looked
We miss the weekly visits of Frank G.
more like silver than copper.
Sloan, the fish man, who is haying on
The other button ia brass, a size small- his farm in
Albany for two or three
er than the other, fiat instead of convex, weeks.
and worn by an uncle at the same time.
Miss Grace E. Farwell returned from
On the upper side there lies an open
Wakefield, Mass., Wednesday, where
book, probably intended for the Bible, ahe was a guest of friends for two weeks.
around which are the words in raised She waa
accompanied to her home by
letters, "In God we trust." Possibly her intended lifemate, Rev. R. Beeman,
those words were truer in those days and it ia expected that wedding bells
than now, unless the golden calf was will soon be
ringing.
intended
A petition has been extensively signed
for the removal of the post office in this
Oilead.
village from the Dennison store to the
Nathan Coffin of Gorharn, X. H., was store of Walter
Douglass, and it is exin towD laat Tuesday on business.
nervnd the change will soon be made.
Mrs. Sumner Griffin and «on of Lewie- Èlbert R
Briggs will remain postmaster.
ton bave been visiting relative· and
Hebron.
friends in this place.
J. E. Richardson and family have reThree teachers and thirty boy· from
turned home from Norway, having been the Caldwell tummer school were on a
called thereby the sudden death of Mrs.
plcoic on Singepule last week. They
Richardson's Mister. Mrs. M. R. Bennett. took their
picnic dinner at F. B. UurLawrence Philbrook of Shelburne, N.
and Mr. and Mra. Gurney apeak in
ney's,
H.. was in town recently.
the highest terme of tbeir gentlemanly
Frank Coffin was in Norway laat week. conduct and
very quiet behavior.
Λ. D. Wight and family were in Betbel
Miss Eva Borrows is at home for the
recently.
sommer vacation.
Oxford.
Mrs. Emma Martin, widow of John
Martin, died at (be home of ber daughter, Mrs Wm. Bezel, Sunday, July 19'h.
The funeral was held at the bouse of Mr.
Boyd. Rev. Mr. Falklngham officiated,
assisted by Rev. Mr. Qolman and Mine
Rett·» Glover. Tbe service was very impressive, and (he large number testified
to tbe esteem in whicb she waa held.
There were many H»wers, tbe gifts of
friends, and masses of beautiful water
lilies covered and surrounded tbe caelte'. She leave· two eons, Charles and
Frank Martin, and two daughters, Mrs.
Uattie Boyd and Mrs. Nettle Millett,
several grandchildren and other relative·.

Prof. F. L. Moody and family spent
Sunday in West Sumner at R. N. Stet-

son's.
Mrs. Harry Piokham, Miss Louise,
Master Barry and maid are at E. S. Dunham's. Mr. Dunham is still very feeble.
Mrs. Webster Turner returned to her
home in Oxford Wednesday evening.
W. ▲. Bartleit ha* a new horse.
Misses Ellen and Frances Glover are at
the Crawford House as usual for tbe

summer.

Miss Chase is at ber
Paris fora week.

borne in South

East Brownfield.
Tbe Circle met on Wednesday, tbe
22d, with Mrs. Graoe Giles, and decided
to hold tbeir fair on Wednesday, August
North Stoneham.
5, in Bradbury Hall. Electric ligbU
I A Andrews was called to Betkel to have been installed in tbe
ball, which
see bis father, Elden Andrew·, wbo 1· will be much
appreciated.

sick.
Mrs. Bertha Keniaton and children and
a Misa Brackett of Lovell went around
tbe Lake with George Fox Sunday.
Lyman Chute and crew have gone to
Harrison to do tbe baying on hi· farm.
Lizzie Adams from Portland ia visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mr·. Sylveater
Adams.
John Wilson of North Lovell is helping H. B. McKeen hay.
Amoi McKeen of North Lovell 1· cutting the hay on W. W. Durgin'a farm.
BrownfieJd.

WMt Paris.
The Unlvemllat ohoroh will be oloaed
daring the month of Aagait, tod the
putor will apend hla vacation m usual
at the UnlTamllat meetlnga at Ferrj
Beach.
Mra. Nelaon, State Bible Mlaaionary,
who haa been boarding at Harry Mann's,

The Meserve Brothers gave the first of
their moving picture shows in tbe ball

Wednesday evening, July 22, which
called very good.
The Robert Simms of Peabody were at
His
over Sunday.
tbe New Uberty
brother, Peter Simma, and family, are
on

was

gueat

Maud Day.

Bethel.

son.

Hazel Bennett of Stratford ia visiting
at Charles Hammond's.
Mrs. Ellen Briggs la visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ν. I. Swan, at Bryant*Pond.
C. S. Bacon, who baa been oonfined to
hia houae by the bad condition of hla
lega, ia again able to be on the atreet.
Mra. Ellen Moody baa been witb the
family of Samuel Ε «tea, Jr., at Norway,
during the past week.
Mr. and Mra. Vernal Bate· of New
Haven, Conn., spent a few days with his
parent· before going to hi· camp at Lit
tie Concord Pond.
Oscar Peabody la cutting the hay on
bis frfrm in Greenwood.
C. H. Lane ia at Tripp Pond, Poland,
witb Mr. and Mra. A. K. Shurtleff.
Mr. Leon Berry haa beeo a recent
gueat of hia parenta, Mr. and Mra. Will
Berry.
Charles Merrill and Mrs. Lucelia Mer·

riam of Norway were here Sunday to attend the funeral of their relative, Henry
Β Dunham.
Howard Lane bas greatly improved the
main entrance to bis store by putting a
oorner entrance from Main and Church
streets, thus avoiding the long climb of
▲ new cement
stairs from Main street.
sidewalk is being built in front of the
store and the Robert Shaw hardware
store. Also a new cement sidewalk on
Park atreet.
Mra. Charles Pratt has purchased the
old bouse of Mr·. Hattie Mooney Lyons
and the Ratcliff family have moved to
Edwin Jackaon'a house on Pioneer
Street.
Mr. and Mra. Albert Ryder of Freeport are gueets of Mrs. Ryder'· sister,
Mr·. Levi Shedd, and other relativea.

Bryant's

Pond.

One of the event· near at hand is the
fair to be given under the patronage of
the village society, which is to take place
at the opera house, July 29 and 30. This
fairia held for the purpose of Increasing
The effort means a
the aldewalk fund.
lot of work for the various oommittees
There
who desire to make it a success.
will be msny attractive booths and there
will be a chance to purchase almoat anything in the fancy work line.
Black bass are coming to the surface
rapidly this month, and everybody who
cares to fish can have an abundance of
chowders. Our hundred summer visitors seem to cling around Lake Cbrlatopher and enjoy life, fishing, boating and

bathing.

A new street light will soon be Installed on Meader Hill, making eight
within the village limita. The amount
is being raised by private aubscription.
Through the month of August meetings will be held at the Universaliat
church each Sunday afternoon, services
conto commence at 2:30, and will be
ducted by Rev. C. O. Miller of South
Paris.
The fermera are getting deep into their
baying this week, and in their rush find
it difficult to obtain all the help needed
The ladies of the Baptist society have
made It poseible to bring about thorough
repairs on the interior of their church.
Workmen are eogaged in papering, painting and layiog new carpets, which makes
a very decided and weloome improvement in its appearance.
Miaa Leigh Wilson, recently from the
Boston Conservatory of Music, has been
the guest of her grandmother, Mrs. Ed-

Ζ. L. MERCHANT L· CO.

and preaided lo the abaeooe of the PreaIdent.

Mr. and Mra. Hiram Bean bave been in
Bethel the past week and opened their
home for a few daye, returning to Rum-

ford Saturday.
Fred

Mra.

P.

apent Snnday with

Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

Chandler of Auburn
her parente, Mr. and

Mra. F. S. Chandler.

Mr. John V. Holt and family
Bethel for Andover, Maaa., Friday
were to call upon frlenda in Auburn
Portland.
Miaa Elberta Burnham baa been
gueat of frienda in Waltham, Maaa.,

SOON WILL MARK THE OPENING
DAY OF OUR

left

and
and

the
and

Mr·. Albert Foator and daughter of
Cbarleatown, Mass., have arrived at

Pinehurat Cottage.
Ml·· Grace Amea of New Tork la vlalting her mother, Mra. Agnes Amea, for a
few weeka.
The farmers are busy haying.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Springer and
Florence and Josephine are at

Misses Hilda and Marjorle Chandler
are viaiting their grandparents in Bethel.
Mra. Effie Stevens and daughters of
Portland are visiting her parents.
Rev. J. H. Little came to Bethel last
Saturday and supplied his pulpit Sunday
morning. He returned Monday to be
with hia family at South Freeport.

AND

Stock Reduction Sale
TWOpull

make this

That';,
for BREATH.
pay envelope FAIRLY GASPS
WAYRIGHT
the
the WRONG WAY. Second—and
down to BRASS TACKS and wo?1
you and the better half can get right
BOTH ENDS AGAINST the MIDDLE so SUCCESSFULLY that you'!
have a TIDY SUM in OUR BANK in NO TIME. TRY IT.
We pay 2 per cent interest on check account oi $500 and over, on

Reed of Waldoboro is
engaging in reforestation to an extent
equalled by few. He haa set on various
tracts of land which he owns more than
flf'y thousand pines, and they are said
to be making a good growth.

Returning home from a visit to her
son, Mrs. Nelson Stewart of Ellsworth,
while walking beside the railroad track,
stumbled and fell directly in front of the
locomotive of a passenger train and was
killed. She was 75 years of age.
The offices of the Pittefield Poultry
Farm are to be moved to Skowhegan.
This will make that town the centre for

opportunities

even

the most delectable thing known to
city epicures, and retail for ?2 00 a pair,
these frog oatohers must bave reaped a
fat harveat.

our

cannot

you

pertaining to
money-saving

advertisement

profitably

of

news

overlook.

to

expected.

Women's

palaces have just

little

boarding
Society,
Clean
mean liver and bowels clogged.
□eald's.
to-night. Get a 25c. bottle of Dr
N. Bragdon'a
H.
moving picture up
New Life Pills to-day and empty
shows are being well patronized, and are King's
the atomach and bowels of fermenting,
far superior to the average traveling
foods and waate. A full bowel
show that has been here for some time. gaaay
movement gives a satisfied, thankful
Another exhibition will be held next
feeling—makes you feel âne. Effective,
Wednesday evening.
yet mild. Don't gripe. 25c., at your

Rhv. Chester Gore Miller will occupy
the- pulpit in the Universalis church Druggiat.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve for Barna.
every Sunday during the month of Au·
guat at 10:45 A. M.
From one cherry tree of the Early
Richmond variety, William N. Savage of
Eut Sumner.
Cascade park, Waterville, has taken ov«-r
The tree
The Arthur Heald family of Sonth six bushels of fruit this year.
Weymouth, Msaa., were in town a day or is 16 years old and has given a good
Mr. Savage
two laat week while en route for W. J. yield for the past six yeara.
Heald'a campa at Oquosauc. They came aays the heavy setting of the fruit ia due
to the influence of some Mazzard cherry
by auto.
Rev. L. M. Robinson la on bis annual trees that blossomed at the same time
vacation at hia homestead farm, and is and which have strong pollenizing abili
to put up another building for the ator- ties. While the fruit of the Mazzard is
ing of farm implements and other prop- worthless Mr. Savage advisee all cherry
growers to plant a few of the trees as
erty.
A room at Walter Ruaaell'a la well they will Increase the setting of the fruit
Oiled with groceriea and other gooda for nearly 40 per cent.

there at the preaent time.
Mrs. Edith Clary Dow, of California,
aale at reasonable pricea.
has been visiting at the Stickneys' for a
Mra. Lizzie Irlab of Somerville, Maaa., BUCKLEN'S ARNICA SALVE FOR
few days. Miaa Jeannette White of Exeia a gneat of Mra. Rebecca Ruasell.
ter ia there for the week.
CUTS, BURNS, SORES.
Kind neigbbora bave aaaiated Ariel W.
Mr. E. S. Loper, Marllla, Ν. Y.,
Horton in securing bis hay crop, as Mr.
Wilson's Mills.
writes: "I have never had a cut, burn,
Horton lost his only horse when moat
U. S. Marshal J. S. P. H. Wilson and
wound or sore it would not heal." Get a
needed.
Mr. Day of Auburn made a trip np tbe
box of Bucklen's Arnica Salve to-day.
Berry pickers are well paid for their
at all times for burns, sores,
Magalloway recently, coming to Azislabor, as raspberries are large and plenty. Keep bandy
coos dam with an auto.
25c
Blueberries are also coming on quite cuts, wounda. Prevents Lockjaw.
Mildred Wilaon of Groveton is spendat your druggist.
well.
ing her vacation with ber grandmother,
The frequent rains have made the garMrs. E. S. Wilson.
dens look very promising, but bave proMrs. S. A. Pickett, who baa been to
season.
Colebrook to visit friends and for medi- longed the baying
cal advice, has returned home and ia imKmt Ml· to Bdtott Oni
East Bethel.
BUr to it· Touthfol Oolob
proving in health.
Prevent· hair toll Is
E. S Bennett bas made s trip to the
Making hay while the aun ahinea ia
week.
line
tbe
alow work.
boundary
psat
30-33
Leon Bennett and Ray Llnnell have
Chas. G. Kimball is working through
been out oa a vacation trip with Ben- haying for Mrs. Snsan Bean.
nett's auto.
Miss Edna Btrtiett visited relatives at
C. T. Fox and Fred Shaw are working Bethel village the past week.
Miss Bertha Cole recently visited her
through bay ins for E. S. Bennett.
Mrs. Millie Linnell and baby Eleanor parenta, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Cole.
visited ber mother, Mrs. Bertha Wilson.
Mr. Porter Farwell recently visited
The hay orop ia m neb better than laat bia daughter,MN. B. J. Russell, and fam- Π NEST QUALITY
LARGEST VARIETY
year.
ily, at Woodfords.
home
returned
baa
Mrs. Lucetta Bean
/
North Waterford.
from Norway for her usual vaoatlon.
Oxford
home
from
is
at
Swan
Albert
Mr. Frost and Mr. 81oan of Norway
Whitl
and working for Ζ W. Bartlett.
are building a bay window on Mrs. Ε J.
HAK150IRTÎ
Mr. and Mra. W. H. Partridge of BoaPaige's bouse. Parker Flint of Albany
CANVAS 'ιΗ·Ί· 3
la doing the mason work, and also some ton were recent gueata of Mr. and Mra.
J. L. Holt.
for Harry Brown this week.
unnvmit
Mra. Irving Kimball of Boaton baa
Tbe W. R. C. had a supper and enterSOFTENS
tainment Thursday night. Ice cream been apending a abort vacation with ber
aI
Mr. and Mra. J. L. Holt.
waa on sale.

mores

Shoe Polishes

CHILDREN'S

WAISTS—Many

marked down.

$i.oowa:sts

95c, $2.00 waists

hall

now

just received, a
79c, $1 45 waists no·

new ones
now

$1.50, $2.50

waists

$1.7

now

LADIES' FANCY SILK AND NET WAISTS—All ρ
in for just a litt'e more than half price.

WASH DRESSES—A greater portion of our wash dresseincluding white and colored ones have been put in at

greatly

prices.

reduced

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR, odd lots and mussed garmentto clean up at about half

put in

price.

WOOL DRESS SKIRTS—Quite a number of which
have put in at greatly reduced prices.

we

COTTON WASH DRESS SKIRTS—White and colored
put in at reduced prices.

quite

DAINTY NECKWEAR—We have taken

MAfNE.

tity

of these

goods

GOODS—Many

The DESIGNER
new

for the

at the

men's 2-piece
and boys' suits.
Straw Hats and

accept
Designer

a

of which have K-en

whole year for 30c

subscriptions

We will

on

qu

price.

prices.

cut to clearance

One-Half Price

a

and marked them down to half

COTTON WASH

renewal ot

or a

small price of 30

i

j

*

j

cents.

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

MAINE

NORWAY,

Ladies' Boston
Favorite Shoes

11 ■■

reduced.

Is

EASTMAN & ANDREWS
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

31 Market

FOUNTAIN

OUR SODA

South Paris

Square,

a

busy place

these

days

as

know where to

people

You cannot fiud

find the best in Ice Cream and Sodas.

better ICE CREAM anywhere—4 flavors, 6c and 10c
at the fountain or sent out in any

quantity. $1.00

and

dressings.

fresh

ripe

with all the

Our soada syrups

fruits

fruit.

Five Fruit, Moxie,

Shoes

popular

made from the

are

ORANGEADE (our own make,
surpassed.) Ginger Ale, Allen's Red

Belgrade Outing

per

gallon.

COLLEGE ICES,

that cannot be
Tame

Orange Julep, Jin-Jer-Pep

Cherry.

and other

popular drinks.

AT THE PHARMACY OF

FOR

Men, Women and Children
...IN...

Tan Russia Call Uppers Wild Elk and Rubber Soles.
VERY FLEXIBLE AND COMFORTABLE.

South Paris

Famous Civil War Picture
FREE
a

limited number of
Famous War

copies

of

Picture,

The

two

A copy of the

Darley's

at

is

on

or woman

has

no

idea where their money

they

know about it.

you

a

spend foolishly.
Open an account

And when you find the

leaks—stop them upBank, deposit here

with this strong National

all money that you receive and pay all bills by check. You will
then have all receipts and exrenses down in black and white and

years in advance.

picture

man

It gets away from them—that's all

good plan—KEEP TRACK OF YOUR SPENDING.
Put it down in black and white. You'll be surprised how much
Here is

(Size 35x35 inches on Heavy Plate Paper.)
While they last we will give one to every new subscriber to
The Oxford Democrat paying one year in advance, or to any old
paying

Way to Save Money,

The average
goes.

can

subscriber

Maine

Maine.

South Paris,

We have

S/ore

Frothingham,

W. 0.

#u

In round white cake*

WHITE DRESSES—At

THIN

price.

SON,

J

packed In sine boxes, with sponge, itic. In handdestroyer
Idella Wyman from Weld ia vialting some, larft aluminum boxes, with sponge, Uc.
is named the O'Brien. It Bridgton spent Saturday night and Sun- will preacb every Sunday at this hour
oo Monday,
dealer doe· not krn the kind yon want, send as
If
her grandparent·, J. C. Wyman and theroar
until further notloe.
price I η sumps for full sise package, chart·· paid.
was ohriatened by Miee Maroia Bradbury day at S. S. H ai l'a.
There will be an entertainment and wife.
WHITTEMORE RROS. A CO,
Campbell of Cherryfield, Maine, a great-1 Miaa Helen M. Sanderson and friend
E G. Child· and wife visited friend· EO-t· Albany Street, pimkrMgt, Maa«,
greet-grandoiece of Capt. Jeremiah are at the home of L. M. Sanderson for dance at Grange Hall, July 28. Muslo in Eaat Pern one day laat week.
and Largest Manufacturai a/
The
Oldest
and readinga by local talent. AdmlAlon
O'Brien, tb· leader of the flrat naval en- a month.
Shot fthsJui
Un World,
J. C. Morrill lost one of hi· horaea one
B. G. Mclntire and family are at Pine to entertainment 10c. Good nusic. All
gagement of the Revolution off Macbias,
week.
laat
oordially invited.
For whom tb· destroyer is named.
t lay
Lodge, Pappooee Pond, this weak.

more.

MUSLIN

Quick!

"SILT EKE," tUe only ladies' shoe dressing that
positively contai us Oil. Blacks, l'oUsiies and Preserves ladies' and children's shoes, ifciMS wltfeMl
rattiaf.85c. TUNC· 6L0SS." lue.
*1AN>T" combination lor ekaaJnf asd pelhhlna
aDkindsof russet or tan shoes, Uc. "STAE-siio, lue,
"«DICE WEHTOn ΙΙ<· M form with spon?e)mlek·
ly deans and whitens dirty canvas shoes. 10c. A ïSc.
"UEO" deans and whiten· BOCE. NUBltCE,

price

half

than

more

less.

CHILDREN'S COATS—At half price.

EVERY FARMER SHOULD HAVE ONE

PARIS,

Ready-to-Wear Apparel

LADIES' COATS—Some of them half price, others

Green Mountain Silos!

SOUTH

that contributes great attr.

TAILORED SUITS—None
some

A. W. WALKER &

departments

One of the
tions is the

Β

It has stucco walls, and a brick porch
Mies Evie Vioing of Ablngton, Maes., running the entire length of the western
Is spending a week with her slater, Mrs. side. It is
gas lighted with a complete
Chaa. A. Barrows.
eyatem.
Misa Emily Tuell motored to Gardiner
oo Sunday with Mr. and Mra. M. S. Bo- YOU'RE
BILIOUS AND COSTIVE
bier of Paris.
Sick headache, bad breath, sour stom
the
Mis· Kate G. Nelson, representing
furred tongue and
Indigestion
is
at Mrs. act),
Maine Bible

StEOK. and CANVAS SHOES.

for

offer the same extraordinary values as were
the first day of the sale, and in many instance?
presented
a saving of a full half the usual selling price may t>?

Continues

MAINE

Barrett's.

LUSTRE

the merchandise offered is

OUR Mid-SUriMER SALE

are

COLOR

as

In the rieantime

Savings Department Connected with

We are
The farmer who has a silo appreciates its value.
in the
leader
the
recognized
The possibility that the next legisla- agents for the Green Mountain,
ture may be asked to put a close time on
in
creosote
saturated
is
in
silos
these
lumber
The
country.
frogs Is hinted in this from the Aroos
Place your
took Republican: Not only frog concerts which prolongs the life of the wood many'years.
but delicious frog frlcabsees will soon be- order for one now, so to have ample time to get it ready for
come a memory of the past in Portage
Lake, if steps are not taken to prevent the fall harvest
(he wholesale slaughter of the frogs of
We have the Blizzard cutter and blower, and as good
Professional frog catchers
that section.
from outside the State have recently de- engine as there is made for the money.
scended on Portage Lake and adjacent
waters and killed and shipped between
CALL AND SEE US BEFORE BUYING.
As frogs
two and three tone of froga.

^«mu

carefully

Watch

Interest credited to your account last of every month.

: SOUTH PARIS

the business of the biggest poultry industry in the world. A large office force
will be employed, and is to be increased.
The plants of the company are situated
In Pittefield, Me., and Holliston, Mass.
The present yieldin capacity of the plant
at Pittefield is 500,000 chicks annually.

LEATHER i

far

so

this sale for it will contain welcome

MsTkustComy

Redington

h-RUT0*U.«|

made to

on

Mra. Josephine A. Andrews, 40 years
of age, committed suicide with poison at
ber home In Lewiston Friday. Despondency is given as the cause.

PRtfiRVBl

being

are

concerned, it will be.

BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

more summer

Preparations

GREATEST ANNIVERSARY and Stock

Réduction Sale, and

Maine New* Note*.

Two

our

forward

event to which every woman looks

an

who values economy.

fering
itretching it

at 6:15.

been completed at Dark Harbor, Islesboro. One is the property of A. J.
Drexel Paul, of Philadelphia, who is a
member of the famous Drexel Banking
House and one of the Quaker City's social leaders. The structure which will
be ready for occupancy this montb, has
cost more than 950,000. It Is located on
the western side o( Dark Harbor adjoinIts gen
ing the Frothingham property.
eral dimensions are 150 by 85 feet, with
a brick terrace along the western side,
while the living and dining rooms have
large covered porches. The cottage is a
Dutch Colonial structure of two stories
with shingled roof and stucco walls. It
is fiuisbed in poplar and chestnut, with
vellow Dine floors. It contains twentvfive rooms and eight bath rooms. It h
a complete system of electric wiring and
la heated by furnace. Before the build
ing of this cottage a crew of men were
ιυ ucr
reiurucu
wίο
out)
employed in disposing of a ledge rough
iDompsuD.
ly estimated to be about a 14000 job, in
home in Davie, Weet Virginia, Friday.
order to make room for a luxurious
The other cjttage cost
flower garden.
Weat Sumner.
$35,000, and was built for Frederick R
with
it
ill
Howe
Μγλ. Hattie
quite
Kellogg, a well known New York lawyer
bronchitis. She i· being cared for by which loo will be ready for occupancy
her daughter, Mra. Merrill of Hum ford
this month.
Tbia cottage ia 130 feet
Mra. Emily Young ii at A. O. Farrar'a.
long by SO feet In width, containing
Mrs. Lillian Maxim la visiting at l1. O.
twenty rooms and has five bath rooms

Friday evening, the 17tb, a terrific
thunder storm passed over tbia town. It
■truck in a number of places.
War U What ?
There are quite a good many strangers
in the village.
Richard Rounds ia rushing work on
OF VIKW THAT
HO Μ Κ VAR1KD POINTS
his new house. When it ia completed he
KKACU FAK, F VK Al'AKT.
will have one of tbe tineat cottage· in
this vicinity.
to
break
Man—chance
The Enlisted
Little Rupert Johnson, who broke his
the deadly routine of the parade ground arm playing ball and was taken to tbe
isolated
In
excitement.
with some re.il
hospital in Portland, ia at home again
cases to provide opportunities for mili- with a fairly good arm.
advancement.
or
Mrs. Sylvia Gilpatrtek, who baa been
political
tary
The Busineaa Man—A period of eco very ill, is gaining slowly, but Is still
nomical depression, often followed by very feeble.
Blueberries are plenty here.
large failure· and the consequent loss of
tb· publie's investment·.
Tb· Volunteer—A stern patriotic duty
Locke's Mills.
to be entered upon without inquiry as
Earle Farrington is having his buildto its justice or injustice.
unintelligent ings painted.
The Philosopher—An
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Back, of West
and gros· instrument for the settlement
Paris, called at David Foster's Sunday.
of the world's unavoidable quarrela.
Mrs. May Kimball of Boaton called on
The Historian—A logical, if somewhat
she expects
frienda in town Tuesday,
the
of
method
arranging
regrettable,
to spend a part of September at "Outside
world's boundary lines.
Inn."
Tb· Optimist—The natural strife of
Mrs. Prowell and children, Mr. and
bomaaity, tending toward tb· general Mrs. James Howell, Mrs. Lynn Madan,
betterment of the social cosmos.
of Berlin, Ν. H., and Mr. and Mrs. Rose
Tb· Peeeimist—The natural atrife of
of Philadelphia are at "Camp Echo."
parents,
humanity, tending toward the general
Mrs. Lottie Elliott of Berwick is visitMra. Daniel White of Paris, who baa
deatraotioD of the uaiverae.
Dickvale.
ber sister, Mrs. J. C. Littlefield.
been oaring for ber daughter, Mrs.
TIi· Mother—A long vigil in an empty ing
an electrical storm tbe lightMrs. C. B. Tebbets baa returned from Ernest McGray, baa gone home.
Duriog
voice·
of
child
forever
roost and memory
J. Henry Hamlin of Portland ia Stop- ning struok half way between David
viaiting her parents at Durham.
stilled.
Mr. Bragg, our Grand Union man, was ping at Mr. M. A. Bisbee's, and la as- Cbenery'a boose and Mra. E. A. RichardTb· Wife—A husband gone, a home
in town Thursday.
son's, but did no damage.
sisting with the baying.
destroyed and a woman's heart broken.
Maurice Tracy ia working for bia
Wia. Flake's family had new potatoes
TbeS«*r—Tbe last great barrier beEast Waterford.
for dinner Friday, and tbey were good father, R. S. Tracy.
tween civilization and the millennium.—
Mra. E. A. Richardson and daughter
Mrs. Jennie Willey and daughter Mil- size.
Life.
Mabel viaited relatives in Frye one day
dred of Wakefield, Maaa., and Mrs. Abble
North Buckfleld.
laat week.
The lataet addition to tb· fighting fore· Mclntire of Reading, Mass., are guests at
D«vid Cbenery ia working for L. K. j
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker preached at
of the United State· navy, the torpedo J. E. Mclntire'·.
launched at Philadelphia
Mrs. William Keen and son Louis of Grange Hall July 26th, at S o'clock, and Lovejoy, baying.
boat

This is

and your wife oar.
ways of stretching your income: First, you
little long suf
on it from OPPOSING ENDS until the poor

Mrs. Fred Spaolding is the guest of
ber sister, Mrs. C. E. Whitney.
j mndreds.
The annnal fair of the Universalist
the
and
20th
Circle will be held July
tables will be well filled with fancy and
useful articles. Supper will be served

Asa

Anniversary

Third Annual

vlolnlty.

Mr. and Mra. Lewi· Mann are apending
few weeka at their cottage at Bryant
daughters
Pond.
Poland Camp
the
Laforeat Emery la cutting the hay on their cottage -at
hia brother Warren's farm at Betbel ground.
Mrs. Robert Bisbee, who haa been
and Mrs. Emery and Irene are with him.
with Mr. and Mra.
Mra. Irvin L. Bowker of Portland spending a few weeks
H. C. Andrew*, bas returned home to
apent laat week with ber parente, Mr.
New Bedford, Mass.
and Mra. Roscoe Tuell.
Dr. F. B. Tuell ia visiting at Farnham
Herbert Perkina of Farmington la the
Lovell.
BenCottage,
of
hla
Rev.
Seth
guest
grandfather,
a

J

Tuesday the W. C. T. U. held a very
Inter·#ting meeting with Μη. Holt.
Mlee Shirley gave» moat IntereetlDg talk

discover the leaks—and stop thera up.
Bring or send in your deposit to-day.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

NORWAY. MAINE.

exhibition in the show window

the store of A. E. ShurtlefT Co., So. Paris.
AT WOOD &

FORBES,

«ASTORIAtoiitmiinai**,
Publiiher·.

HHMYllJU!|A!iajLBwcht

atmtu

—»

__

The Oxford Democrat.
South Paris, Maine,

®. Ν. Anderson bas parcbaaed » ft··,
Fogg & Wheeler.

passenger Chevrolet of

Nicbotoon aud two deiiffhMtM *'* RUeete at J· E·

Murc0h'ieVere'

July 28,1914

The Empire Grove

SOUTH PARIS.

»oa

ORAKD

uf"1

EA.ILWAT.

beginning Sept. Ά, WIS,
LEAVE

SOUTH

PARIS

(Km») 5 36 a. m., express. dally;
,*al, dally except Sun lay ; 4 3β ρ m
re*-, dally.
ι·]
Wert) 9 43 a.m., express, dally;
ιμ
local, dally except Sunday ; 8Λ2 p.m.,
duress. «lally.
.town

CHCRCHX*.
K'rst Congregational Church, Kev ▲. 1. Mc
ruI'astor. Preaching service, 10:45 α. ϋ..
:^y school 11:45 Α. M-; Y. P. S. C. Ε. 6:00
Evening service 7Λ) p. κ.; Church
μ
meeting Wednesday evening at 7 :30 p. *
*
:,ot merwlse connected, are cordially In
v UM.
ν ibodlst Church, Kev. C. I. Spear, Paetor
il lay, morning prayermeetlng 10.-00 A. M.;
Sabbath Schoo
Mb* service 10:45 a.
ι»
Kpworth League Meetln* β 00 P. M.;
r meeting Wednesday evening 7 30; clas<
l'.ng Friday venlng 7 JO.
list Church, Rev. E. A. Davie, Paetor.
Sab.
sunder, preaching service 10:45 a.
T. P. S. C. Ε.. 6:15 ρ μ.;
*.1,001 S
,-er meeting 7 -0» p. m. ; Wednesday evening
All are
Seats free.
ver service 7:30.
w itoiue.
nlversallst Church, Kev. Chester Gore Miller,
-ior
Preaching service dvery Sunday ai
Ï.P.C.U
a.m. Sunday School at 12 *.
■.·. : p. m
STATED MEETINGS.
à Α. M —Pari
Lodge, So. 34. Regular
Ing Tues-lav evening on or before full uioon.
I.O.O. r -Mount Mica Lodge, regular meeiof each week.—Aurora
·!.«, Thursday evenlu
Km imminent, tlrst and «hlrd Monday evenings
>· each month.
l>. of R.—Mount Pletsan Rebekah Lodge, No.
30, meets second and fourth Fridays or eacb
month In <Md Fellows' Hall.
ti. A. R.-W. K. Kimball Post. No. 14*. mee:s
ilr t and third Saturday evenings of eacb
β"nth. In W. A. R. Hall.
Wm. K. Kimball Circle, Ladtes of the G. A
K.. meets Urst and third Saturday evenings of
each month, la Grand Army Hall.
S. of V.—Joshua L. Chamtierlaln Camp meets
after the full of the
the Urst

during the put week.
tbe factory of the Maaon

pîSfiiï^r'"^"···

P. of H—Paris Oran*e, meets drst and third
.:urday of aach month. In <4· ange Hall.
ο. β. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
month
ν
Κ. Ο. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
u >econd and fourth Wednesday evenings
λ(°1ι month.
of P.—Hamlin Lodge. No, 31, meets every
lay evening at Pythian Hall.

Rev. M. V. McAlister and family, who
have been visiting Mrs. McAllster's
bave

rêiufn^*ôdth?"homeït RUo?"''

«eîd'îlL?ΐ
ΗΓ».ηί.ι

SWe" hM bee° at ,he
B,er •cho°l fur Sunday
»
She wenl a* a delegate
from th
the Congregational Sunday school.

^

Μιββ Flora Murcb went Monday morning to attend the CbrUlian Endeavor
Conference at Ocean Park, a» delegate
deavor Society of the Baptist

church

Miss Charlotte Giles is here from Portant! this week in the office of the
M«on Manufacturing Co., taking the
place of Miss Bennett, who is on a two
weeks' vacation.
Mr and Mrs. il»rry D. Cole have been
spending the past week with relatives at
Fortune Rock, Biddeford. They went
by auto and may go on from there to
Vi8itMiesee D»"> "d
"n
ni"'"· ·<

tel£V",

β?λ«·; rosir.

...

i jward Gilts of North
at George M. Gile·'.
?u

Wayne is

JJextkSundaJ

wi>' be the last
oerore
before ththe church vacation. The church
be closed Aug. ». 16, aud 2:5 resuming services Aug. 30.

cb",cb "«·· I»·
the month of August.
All services will
duriu,i ,he moDth The
κ"
pastor and his family will speud part ol

aj ÎLl °OUV

meeting of the Universalist parish
e held at the church Tuesday even·
Nora Dunham is visiting Mrs.
<e C. Erskine at West Rutland,

mÏ

the vacation in South

I nion
Mcf° Mase»chusetts
me time during the month.
Services
resumed the hret Sunday in September.

ter tiZ Γ

as

A

petition

has been

signed

°f· wbich wil1
Su
called some time this week
^

Κ P. I'arlin of Wilton visited her
er, Mrs. Ellen Blake, a few days
week.

.*

*»'·»»< ff

Tuesday night

on
EHOOO.

is Ada L. Turner has gone to spend
weeks of her vacation with relatives
on, Mass.

for a special
Probably be

The
are: to see if
t0
1300
P»y outstanding
-now M
bills; to see if the town will raise
> K> for outstanding
highway bills and

) poses of the

sn.Ti

meeting

S*

ι*™!' îôd

»* ""I'"'V"
8electmen

ίΓοιί
.»

tione

on

Χ
our

definite instruc
what street or streets to ex-

Mary B. Godwin and Miss God· pend the sewer appropriation.
f Pine street are visiting relatives
A man who was learning to run an
.tst Hebron.
automobiie, after having guided it over
headed it
nirete sidewalk has been laid in qmte a circuit successfully
Avenue
■f the house of P. M. Walker on -oto a telephone P„l. on
·*.

ν

We^ern

T',e p0,e' wLic,) »»»
a small one, was mowed off near the
went
K.
Dunham
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
«round and broken into three piece·
rsday to spend a portion of their va- After that statement it may sound
>o in Β >it<>n.
the damage to
strange to say that
here will be a dance at Grange Hall th» car was slight and to the people
'ay nigbt of this week. Music by nothing, but such is said to be the
.w's orchestra.
Mr. and Mr*. S. C'. Ordwav are at
°

.sant .street.

cie.

| ;Nft yrk

toaltend th« funeral
Jessamine aud Ethel ty'arren of
are visiting their grand- of Mr. Ordw.y s mother. Mrs. Hannah
<
rdway. Mrs. Ordwav died on Sat
er, F. A. Heidner.
a "h"ck eom» time
Mrs. Clayton A. Churchill of North ago, and has beeu
She was
very feeble.
is bas been the guest of friends here
the widow of 5>amuel Ordway. She had
ring the past few days.
uo children of her own, but took the
*
t0 four cbi|dren of
Mrs. C. W. Bowker is spending two
W'fe·
Th"*
' *
t-eks with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
are
Mrs
Donnie Lasselle of Melrose
hn F. Stanley, at Auburn.
Highlands. Mass.. Mrs. Charles Carll of
Mrs. S. N. Marston and sons Leslie
Walter Ordway of Rumford
nid Noel of Portland are guests of rela- and ôherman C.
Ordway of South
tes and friends here for a few weeks.
Monday afternoon was attended
Rev
E.
OrdA. Davis.
by
Jirs. ΛϋΙΙΙΟ 1 uvtoto IV^UiUVu
! laet week from a week'· visit to her way was S» years of age.
A
»■
π-..
ster, Mrs. D >uglas, at Hopedale, Mass.
•»es

ck, Mass.,

aJo'an Λ KUffered

M?CeOri ai°Kther
Mr/Η

■

^stbrook,

%uv

„,u,

M re. \\ m Ο. Frothlngham in od a visit
f severul weeks to relative·· aod friends
io Perry, her former home, and liangor.
Μ γη. Kuna L. Park of Mexico mod Mrs.
C lifford Kolfe aod daughter of Rumford
have been quests at Mr. Park'· (or a few

days.

Mr. and Mrs. C. A Clifford aod sod of
Mexico visited Mr. Clifford's mother,
Mr·. Wealthy Clifford, for a day last
week.

Principal John S. Carver of tbe hi^h
Mr. Carver
school was here Saturday.
is spending the vacation at his hooie in
Auburn.
Wheeler was here from
Manchester. Χ. II.. over Saturday and
Sunday, with his parents, Mr. and Mrs
Wen. J. Wheeler.
Howard G.

Mrs. H. C. Kipley of Pawhuska, Okla.,
her relatives and friends a pleasant
surprise by arriving here last week unannounced, for a visit.
s'ave

1 be buys of Mrs. A. I,. Holmes'class
the I'niversalist Sunday School en
ved a picnic with their teacLer in Pwo
ey's Grove Friday afternoon
Mr and Mrs. S A. Lord and Mrs.
'ibeth Edgerly have been here for a
A
days, but have returned to Camp
-verly, where they are spending the
:nmer.

Julia P. Morton has returned
m C imp Concord, where she had been
The
friends for some weeks.
»'s at Concord Pond are just at pres-

SI

Clarice Merriam of Portland has
η a guest at Alfred H. Jacksou's for
'»-w days, returning home Saturday.
<s Eunice We>xler of Quincy, Mass.
a gue«t there this week.

M

is

><>! moo Durell, son of Charles H.
:rell. a former well known citizen of
»ris, has visited his aunt. Mrs. C. W
:JW, and other relatives here, during
past week. Mr. Durell is a jeweler
in Newton, Mass.

scattering of brown tails around
"■e lights during the past week, but not
•*1
ugh to be a noticeable swarm, and
Just

a

small fraction of what there were
year. We may certainly take hope
it the worst is over from this pest for
tbe present.
va

-t

/ L. Packard W. R. C. of nebron
ave sent to Wm
K. Kimball Post and
r. ie, I.a<lies of the G. A. R., an invita
•
Fri
η to a camptire at their ball on
Members are requested
•av, July -Jlst.
> meet at their rooms on
Tuesday even
v. the .'Sth, at 7:30, to make arrangements for going.
Sara Swett entertained a party of
iadie· numbering eight at sapper
'lesilay evening, for the purpose of givjog a variety shower to Miss Angie
ι bayer, who was one of the guests. The
'< bestowed were brought
in by the
"t'.e niece of the hostess after the sup
Miss Thayer was
per was finished, and
taken entirely by surprise.
'ss

Advertised letters and cards io South
»ris post office July 27.
Miss Margaret Moicey.
Miss I.yndia Martin.
Miss Marion Davis.
Mr. C. E. Allen.
Mrs Mary Tucker.
Mr. Frank Sherman.
Mrs. Katie Sweigart.
S. F. Davis, P. M.

I lie Fau-Tan Club met last Monday
evening with Mrs Arthur E. Forbes to
•naki arrangements for their annual Held
"»y, and after ccnaidering various olans,
decided upon Wednesday as the day, aod
n*eu upon a program which did not take
far from hl)nie
The fMkiTiUM of
Wednesday began with a dinner served
®y Landlord Tattle at Hotel Andrews at
Ό clock, at which twenty lad ie· of the
'-ub were seated. The afternoon was
•pent with Mrs. Wirt Stanley at her home
ο rine Street, where tbe spacious boose,
grounds were at the service
4V
of, the visitors.
Some played suction
bridge, while others enjoyed the time
>cially. A cbating dish sapper was

t£*m

· Ter7 enjoyable day was conby attending tbe picture show at
Savoy Theatre. During tbe day

!if uded

j.

the

members were duly initiated
Jtiree new c,0k
w,tl> proper ceremonies,
Î.
Powera
M,eD-at3am*
·*» Mît. ï. p. Par lin.
u

'j1"®™1

Mr"

Paris'

ford was taken on Sunday by a party of
family friends from South Paris, in four
automobile*. Id kbe party were Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Ë buck, C. Guy Buck, Mi»»
Αν» I.each, Mr. and Mrs Everett Η Far
rar, Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Young and Mrs.
Young's mother, Mrs. Whiting, Charles
À. Youog, Miss Geneva Young, Alton C.
Maxim and family, and L
L. Russell
and family. Their route was over Paris
Hill tu Bucktield, and on the way they
called at llarry Buck's and at other
places. At Fast Sumner they called at
Sharon Robinson's, and took in Mr. and
Mrs. 0»car Ε Turner and carried them
to the old home in Hartford. The objective point w is the farm of Moses Young
in Hartford, where the visitors greeted
Mr. Young's mother, Mrs. Lucy Young,
now 81* years of age.
Λ picnic dinner
eaten under the trees at the old
was
James Glover farm uear by, and twentynine people gathered around the spread.
After dinner a side trip was made to W.
B. Russell's old farm, and the return
home was made by way of Labrador
Pond and West Sumuer, calls being made
on the way upon Hiram
Buck, brother
of Frank Ε
and A. G. Farrar. Brief
calls were also made along the road at
other places in the course of the day.

Benjamin McAllister Drowned.
YOUNU

MAN

LOSES

HIS

LIKE

WHILE

BATUINU AT NOKWAÏ.

**

unoccupied.

ent

»

BY

CVSTIS,

AND

drowned
Benjamin
about 7:30 Saturday evening while bathing with other young men in the outlet
of Lake Ponuesseewassee at Norway,
above the boat houses. The body was
recovered by Homer Truman, one of the
party of bathers, after having been in
the water for a time estimated as not
than five or six minutes. Drs.
more
Bartlett and Trufant were summoued,
and worked for a long time in the endeavor to resuscitate him, but without
effect. There appeared to be no water
iu his lungs, aod it is thought that he
suffered a heart attack.
Benjamin McAllister was the son of
Willis McAllister of Lovell and Mrs.
Sadie McAllister Jewell of Norway, and
lived with his mother in Norway village.
He was 20 years of age on the 2Uth of
Funeral at 2 o'clock Monday
June.
afternoon was held at the Baptist church,
atteuded by Rev. Charles L. Snow. A
solo was sung by Miss Helen Barnes.
The deceased was a faithful member of
the Baptist church. He ia survived by
one brother and two sisters.
McAllister

was

Farmiogton Normal School.

iTOILLICUDDY

117.

DAVIS.

wan

oourt

after the arrival of
the trains. There was an attendance of
somewhere between aeventy-five and >
hundred men, who came from all oyer
the county, moat of them by automobile.
Addressee were made by Hon. Oakley C.
Curtis of Portland, candidate for governor, Hon. Daniel J. McGillicuddy of
Lewiston, present representative in oon
Kress from this district and candidate for
re-election, Hon. Cyrus W. Davis of
Waterville and local speakers. Applause

,Mre-

Faulty English.

Nel>0,> Abbott of Wilder,

w

ISundey018

*

οτβ*

L^p^Ab.bou,ind
ΐΛ

▲ Bllpehod use of English has been a
favorite charge against American writThe inters by their English cousins.

eet accusation is that we bave gone so
far as to force the English themselves
But Dr. Rosslter
to use our slang.
Johnson has no difficulty In showing
that even classic English writers η re

wife h»*e
'«■» In MIllettTille. guilty of clumsy and Incorrect usages.
£?rri]1
»
u.. Abbott
Mr·
will work for the Milletta.
If this Is the case with makers of EngI
Fanny Back bas gone to The Birches lish In the slow and careful process ol
for the summer.
book writing the critic should not l»e
J oear.Bemia
Mrs. Flora Luce of Flagstsff spent
so captious concerning the slangy
h,,r
I-. M. Longl.,, quite
or faulty English that creeps Into the
and periodical
8n{* family, who have American newspaper
1*'.
been visiting
in Norway, started Monday produced under a degree of pressure
for Augusta, Mrs. Millett's home. Tbey entirely foreign to a writer of books.
was frequent.
I will also visit at Bowdolnbam and Free- Dr. Johnson ranges over the field of litAlthough most of the assembly wereiu port before returning to Springfield, Vt. erature and shows by striking examMrs. Arthur Sanbornof Authe room about ten o'clock, it was not I. *"·
ples how Macaulay, Ruskln, De Qulntill half an hour later that the call to or* burn are in Norway, guests of Mr. Sancey, Tennyson, Lecky, Thackeray. Hûlder waa made by Judge Matthew Mc born β parents on Beal street.
lam and many others have split their
Carthy of Rumford, the Oxford County I Addle Longley has returned from Har- Infinitives,
separated verbs by modifywhere she has been visiting her
member of the Democratic State Com- I
risop,
ing words put in the wrong place and
mittee.
Judge McCarthy said that this I uncle, Sumner Perley.
was one of several
Mrs. Merle Young and eon Hadlee, of dotted their writing with various awkmeetings which were
being held in the counties as ratification I i^ynn,Mass., who have been guests of ward, ill contrived and ambiguous ex·
meetings following the primaries. In -Mrs. Jennie Young, went Tuesday to pressions.—Leslie's.
this county he did not consider that any I Bryant's Pond, to visit relatives there.
and daughter
ratification was necessary, as the primaMarvelous Coincidence.
."k Chae" Hathway
From
ries settled the question of candidates, \t
Myrt have returned to Portland.
The following story was told by ο
and there were no more loyal supporter there Mrs. Hatbway and sister, Mrs.
New York wit recently: A
of the candidates than the Democrats of
°'. ^οτβ"« will go to Massachu- famousof skaters
I
were once progressing
Oxford
County, and especially the setts to visit Mrs. Brown's daughter.
party
Dorothy Tufts, daughter of Mrs. Lutie at considerable speed down a certain
county's candidate for the gubernatorial
Mrs.
nomination, Hon. B. G. Mclntire, on French Tufts. has been the guest of
frozen river In Canada when, to the
whom he called to preside at the meet- Chae. Hatbway.
horror of his companions, one of the
who
has
been
Delia
I
spending
Noyes,
ing.
skate straight into
Mr. Mclntire spoke briefly, urging the the past two weeks at Peak's Island and party was seen to
a hole In the ice. Before he could stop
Democrats that it was their duty and Boston, is at home.
their opportunity to elect not only their
Mre-A. J. Nevers and granddaughter himself he had fallen through it, and
candidates for governor and state aud- Marrieta went Tuesday to Bethel as the sharp edge of the ice cut his head
itor, but also their full ticket in this guests of Mrs. W. H. Young.
clean off his shoulders. The speed at
county, and a Democratic legislature to I Mrs. Uattie Cole McDonald of Massa- which he wns going, however, caused
back up the governor.
He pledged his chusetts is in Norway for a few days.
skim along the top of the
Miss Edith Parker is having a two his head to
earnest support to Mr. Curtis, whom he
weeks' vacation from Smiley's store. Ice, while the rest of his body traveled
then introduced.
Mr. Curtis spoke about twenty-five She spent Sunday with her brother at an equal speed beneath it, until, by
a stroke of good luck, the severed p«»r
minutes, with only the briefest allusion Ralph at South Portland.
to state matters.
At the outset he read I The sidewalk over the stream on the tlons met at another hole farther down
an inquiry directed to him by the Port- upper side of Bridge Street is not only a
and joined so exactly that the unfor
land Press In that morning's issue— disgrace to the town, but also a most
came out of his accident
If thle i» a private tunate man
"Why not save expense and run saloons
Ρ'Ί"·
a severe cold.
in the school houses?" In reply be said way it should be marked as suob, but if with nothing worse than
that on the desk in his office was stand- it is a public highway it should either be —London Strand.
ing a half pint bottle of whiskey which repaired immediately or closed. Serious
to result for which
was found in the closet used by the boys accidents are likely
A Nabob.
—in what building the Democrat did not the town will be held responsible. A
"Rich as a nabob.'* is an expression
understand. This he said was the con- word to the wise is sufficient.
but why a "naThe Tillable Club enjoyed a day's out- not Infrequently heard,
dition in Portland under prohibition.
associated with
Later be said in reference to the matter ing Wednesday, as guests of Mrs. Dr. bob" should thus be
The wealth and who he was precisely Is
of prohibition, "If I can't better the Jones, at Sunny Side Cottage.
Under the
situation from what it is to-day, I am no weather, the trip up the lake, and the not so generally known.
good, and had better be thrown over." picnic dinner were all that could be great moguls the provinces of India
This was all he said in relation to the wished1 for, and helped to make this one were administered
by deputies known
prohibitory law, and practically all he or the beet meetings of the year.
of "nawab," who
said regarding state iesues.
Philip Young has been suffering with by the designation much
money and
commonly amassed
It is difficult to answer the lies of Re- a boil on bis right hand.
and
publican papers regarding the alleged m' Κ· Βι,,ίη«· has returned to Newton- lived In great splendor. The office
depression in business, said Mr. Curtis, ville, Mass., after spending a few weeks' the title continued under British rule
the facts are so different.
The Repub- vacation at the lake.
In the orient, but gradually the word
Miss Stella Pike and sister Helen Pike
lican papers bave a calamity howl on the
became corrupted Into "nabob" and
editorial page, while business is booming are on a few weeks' vacation at Old Orwas applied generally to all natives
in the news columns.
Business is good chard.
More latterly it
G. P. Downing from Gorham was in who had grown rich.
and the country ie prospering. Look at
often In a derisive
was bestowed
the prosperity of Aroostook County for town Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Jordan, who had been sense—upon Europeans who, having
A high tariff has promoted
instance.
the formation of trusts, but the trust boarding with Mrs. Witham, has gone to made large fortunes in India, returned
He com- board with Mrs. Simon Richardeon, home and si>eut their money lu a luxproblem is simple enough.
mended President Wilson, against whom North Norway.
urious and ostentatious way.—London
Dana Bean from Milton is moving into
he said there was three times the critiTatler.
house
on
Pine
Street.
the
Starbird
that
was
cism
directed againet Lincoln.
Mrs. R. 0. Porter entertained the
He condemned the trickery of the Re
The French Academy.
said it would be useless Swastika Club at her home on Water
and
publicans,
The French academy is one of the
The guest of
to elect him governor without a Demo- Street Wednesday night.
cratic legislature, because of that same honor was Lena Schenk, who Isa teacher five academies and the most eminent
in Providence, R. I., and Is at home for constituting the Institute of France.
Republican trickery.
Mise Charlotte Lovejoy It wus founded hi 1(135 by Cardinal
Mr. McGillicuddy was then introduced, the summer.
and spoke for three-quarters of an hour, will entertain the club at a covered dish Richelieu and reorganized In 1810.
It
in his usual entertaining manner. Re- party next Wednesday night.
is composed of forty members, the new
neuwith
is
Clarence Smith
suffering
ferring to President Wilson, be said that
thirA trained nurse is member elected by the remaining
from close personal contact with him he ralgia in bis eyes.
for
him.
care
ty-nine members for life after person
was satisfied tlTat Mr. Wilson was the helping.to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Anderson enter- al application and the submission of
most intellectual occupant of the presidental chair that we have ever bad, and tained a family party at dinner Thursday the nomination to the head of the
Plans
the nearest to the heart of the plain at their home on Deering street.
state. It meets twice weekly and is
had been made to spend the day at Cen- "the
people.
highest authority on everything
You'll find in New York or Washing- tral Park but the rain prevented. Those
to the niceties of the French
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Por- pertaining
ton the men who manipulate the Re- present were:
rhetoric and
Mre. Roy language—to grammar,
and
Mr.
South
have
Paris,
The
ter,
Republicans
publican party.
and the publication of the
demonstrated that they wouldn't trust Porter and son of Iowa, Miss Susie poetry
officer is
their own party.
Sooner or later the Porter, Portland, Mrs. Dora Tower, Oro- French classics." The chief
otProgressives have got to come over to no, Miss Irene Hassan, Brockton, Mass., the secretary, who has a life tenure
the Democrats.
Congressman Peters Mr. and Mrs. Harold Anderson and two itis position. A chair In the academy
of the Third District was a "new Re- children, Elliott and Dorothy, of Nor- is the highest ambition of most literary

ISrfftUiJr'.
Ik

Ad unexpected balance from the July
Fourth célébration food «u reported by
Alderman Lane for the committee on
oelebratlon at Rod Beach, and the amount
will be returned to the Calais city treas-

"liberal Republican."
whatever that is, when he was a candidate, but in congress he votes according to orders every time.
Mr. McGillicu dy discussed and illustrated by the history of the New
Haven road the formation of trusts,
which have concentrated seventy per
cent of the country's wealth in the bands
of 200,000 men. Then he took up the
"calamity cry" of the Republicans, which
be said is not appealing to the intelligence of the voters, and read from the
government reports on cotton and gave
other facts to show that the country is

Republican"

or a

enjoying abounding prosperity.

Passing to the achievements of the
present government of the country, he

said that the currency bill has broken
the power of the money trust, and made
it impossible for Wall Street to bring on
The three trust bills, which
a panic.
have passed the house with only a little
opposition from the worst of the standpat Republicans, bnt are now bung up
in the senate by reason of its rules,
would solve the trust problem if they
became laws.
They say to me, said be in closing,
'•You haven't reduced the cost of living, have you?" Wait till we get the
trusts under control and break their
power, and it will have to cumo down.
What's the use to take the tariff off
beef, and then have a trust go down
iuto Argentine and gobble up its beef

way.
1
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& Co. closed Thursday
There wore
afternoon at three o'clock.
several contestants in the field, but the

by S. J. Record
two

principal

ones were

Howard Young

and The Haywood Club of Crockett
Ridge. Mr. Young woo by quite a ma-

jority.

J. Orin Smith and wife of Presque
Isle, who have been visiting in Norway,

His sister Edith
bave returned home.
with them for her vacation.
Lee Smith of Foster's clothing store is
taking his vacation. Mr. Smith and family are spending the two weeks at the
Qreen Dragon, Pore street.
The girls of the Sun Shine Claaa and
the Busy Bees of the Baptist Sundrfy
School had a very pleasant picnic at
Tumble Inn on Pike's Hill Friday afternoon.
The menu consisted of hot rolls,
Frankforts roasted over the coals, toasted
on
marshmallows
crackers, cookies,
spring water and much laughter and
good cheer. The afternoon closed with
stories and games around the open fire.
A very pretty wedding occurred at the
went

Methodist parsonage Wednesday evening, July 22, at S:30 o'olock, when Ur-

shall C. Gammon and Miss Mary Elizabeth Drew were united in marriage by
Rev. H. L. Nichols. Mr. and Mrs. Gammon will make their home with Mr.
Gammon's mother on Beal Street.
Geo. Noyes spoke to the Boy Scout*
Thursday evening on Maine Gems.
supply?
Hon. Cyrus W. Davis of Waterville Much interest is shown in the Scout
was next
introduced, and discussed movement, and the meetings are well atstate issues to some extent, though he tended.
Walter L. Sanborn of Boston is visitspent much of his time complimenting
the party on its candidates and its pros- ing his father. D. S. Sanborn.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Longley and
On the rum issue he said Govpects.
and
ernor Haine» has surrendered, and Gov- daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Butts
He Mr·. Charles Luce attended the annual
ernor O'Connell is now in charge.
also said that he was himself told by outing of the Maine State Plumbers' AsSheriff O'Connell that to make Penob- sociation at Long Island.
Friday afternoon and evening the
Hcot County dry would require the services of somewhere from five hundred to ladies of the Universalist church gave a
He condemned the lawn party on the church lawn. Sandλ thousand men.
and ice cream were
present state administration for lack of wiches, coffee, cake
results in the matter of roads, and par- on sale, also fancy and useful articles.
ticularly condemned the public utilities The lawn was lighted with electric
bill passed by the legislature and now lights, and the excellent music added
held up under the referendum, saying much to the pleasantness of the occathat it is a surrender of rights, and puts sion.
Dr. Cbas. Cragin is in the Maine Eye
a tremendous and dangerous power in
and Ear Infirmary, Portland, where be
the h .dds of three men.
Brief remarks were also made by looal was operated on for appendicitis.
Mr. Dexter Andrews, who is at Old
speakers before the meeting closed.
Orchard for the summer, is spending a
few days in town.
Increased Cement Production.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Winslow and son
The year 1913 was a record breaker in Fred of Auburn were week-end guests of
the cement industry, according to Ernest Mr. and Mrs. Leon Curtis.
P. Burcbard, of the United States GeoAt the last meeting of the Veranda
logical Survey, in a chapter from "Min- Club, which was held at Mr·. F. L. Stareral Resources, 1013," just published.
bird'e, it was voted to observe Children's
The total quantity of Portland, natural,
Day at Central Park, August IS. Coffee
and puzzolan cement produced in the will be served
by the club, with a picnic
United States last year was the greatest lunch. A pleasant time is anticipated.
in the history of the cement industry,
Mr. aud Mrs. Wallace Sheen spent the
amounting to 1)2,949,102 barrels, valued week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Harry
at «93,001,169, compared with 83,351,191 Haines at Batb.
They also enjoyed a
barrels, valued at 167,401,513, in 1912.
fine shore dinner.
The total production of Portland
cement in 1913 as reported to the GeoFacte.

Significant

One-half of all tb· American people
now living In license territory live in four
states—New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois
and New Jersey.
One-fourth of all the people who live
in license territory live in six citiesNew York, Chicago, Philadelphia, St.
Louis, Boston and Cleveland.
One half of all the saloon· Id the
United States are located in fourteen
cities.

STOPS

NEURALGIA-KILLS

PAIN

Sloan's Liniment gives instant relief
It goes
from NeuralgU or Sciatica.
straight to tne palnfnl part—Soothes
the Nerves and Stops the Pain. It is
also good for rheumatism, Sore Throat,
Chest Pains and Sprains. You don't
need to ruh—it penetrates. Mr. J. R
Swinger, Louisville, Ky., writes: "I
suffered with quite a severe Neuralgic
Headache for four months without any
relief. I used Sloan's Liniment for two
or three nights and I haven't suffered
with my head since." Get a bottle today. Keep in the house all the time for
pains and all harts. 25c., 50c. and 91.00
at your druggist.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve for all aores.

According to a Fort Fairfield dispatch,
the Aroostook potato crops are not as
encouraging aa expected. The yield In
some fields, at least, la said to be muob
smaller than the average. However, the
potatoes seem to be in good condition
thus far and it Is thought that a good

market price will be obtained (or the
ment of Deonts Pike Real Estate Agenoy oompared with 4,215,232 barrel·, valned
I
orop.
in
1012.
at
ol
thia
16,100,341
paper.
ooloma
la the advertising

Frenchmen.

The Land of Long Wore·.
Humlmldt owe said that nothing· In
Mexico strikes Europeans more forcibly than the excessive length of tbt·
Tills length, moreover, does
words.
not always depend on their being com
pounded, as In the Greek, the German

Thus the Mexican,
the Sanskrit.
word for that simple thing, u kiss, is

or

pended balance

HAS YOUR CHILD WORMS?
do. A coated, furred
tongue; strong breath; stomach pains;
circles under eyes; pale, sallow complexion; nervous, fretful; grinding of
Most children

one

Beginning Friday, July 24, ending August 16

For baby'· croup, Wl..te's dally cut· end
bruises. mamma'* sore throat. Grandma'a lame
ness—Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil—the household
remedy. 25c and 50c.

Men's Finely Tailored Suits of the Latest Styles,
Men's and Boys' Suits, Odd Pants, Boys' Wash Suits
and Blouses. Straw, Cloth and Panama Hats ; just at
the time when you need them.

For a mild, easy action of the bowels, trv
Doan'e Regulets, a modern laxative. 25c at all
stores.

Bon.

1400

Here's
79

North Woodstock, July 25, Mrs. Hannah C.
Ordway, aged 87 years.
In Rumford, July 20, Preston S. Lowe, aged 64

I

38

75
$1

way. When he begins to sing I apical to him— Philadelphia Record.
er

Extrem··.

Teacher
father

(severely)—What

say

to

your

low

will your

average?

ïouugster (with hesitation)—When dad
•ees I'm down to xero, he'll "warm me
np," I guess.—Judge.

now

00 now

$5.00

were

money:

$1.00 COTTON PANTS.
PANTS that have been $1.50.
good pair of $2.00 pants.

and

our

a

good pair

a

$2.50
$3.25

for

for

$2.50 pants.

of

$3 00
$4.00

pants.
pants.

and

$4.25 for $4.75
regular pants

$5.00 pants.

for work, business and dress, all included in this

and

t!

for 25 cent hats
50 cent hats

now

$1.00 hats

2.00

Panamas

early

hats

now

a

Money.

Litle

Norway and

Call

before the best

things

sold.

are

3.98

select from.

to

you

for 1.50 hats
for

for

Unusually large stock for

STORES

BLUE

South Paris, Maine

<2 stores»

:j

mortgage. I

MAINE.

IN PROGRESS.

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all person· Interested In either of the estate»
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parte, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
of July, In the year of our Lord one thou
sand nine hundred and fourteen. The following
matter having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby
Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxpublished
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
In
said
Paris,
County, that they may appear at a
Probate Conrt to be held at Rum fora on the
third Tuesday of Aug., A. D. 1914, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
late of Canton, decease·!; will and petition for probate thereof
E.
Addle
the executrix
Shackley,
by
prsented
therein named.

Ilanry Bryant late of Peru, deceased ; petition that Lucy M. Bryant or some other suitable
person be appointe·! as administrator of the
estate of said deceased presented by Lucy M
llryant, widow.

said Court.

PARK, Register.

Tag Sale

Green

Agency,

If you haven't already attended this great sale, you should now,
while you can get seasonable merchandise at a discount of 20 per cent
to 40 per cent, also many goods at HALF PRICE AND LESS. Here is
Why not take
your opportunity to lower the high cost of living.
advantage of this great sale as many others have done Ρ

Ladies' Suits, Half Price and Less.
Ladies' Coats, Half Price and Less.
Children's Coats, Half Price.
95 98 SERGE DRESSES, best quality,
SEVERAL STYLES LADIES'

half

SKIRTS

HOUSE DRESSES,

HALF PRICE.
CHILDREN'S COLORED DRESSES, 50c aud 50c Dresses
30c; 08c Dresses now 69c; 91.25 now 80c; 91.50 Dressua
II. 19.
LADIES' LONG KIMONOS, the 91.00

Bargains in Linens

93 98

now

DRESS

price and lee·.
SMALL LOT WRAPPERS AND

TABLE LINEN, Daraaek, the 9100
87 l-2c

now

70c.

PERCALES, 30 inches wide, light and dark colora,

now

ones

Short Kimonos only 15c.

only 8c yard.
ONE LOT 12 1 2c GINGHAMS, Green Tag Price 8 1 2c

yard.

dresses now
now

$3.49; #4 50

DRESSES,

dreasea now 12 08;

TOWELS, the 50c pair quality

TOWELS,

the

93 08; the $8.50, 97 08 and 97.50 dresses now 95.08.
ONE #12 50 WHITE LACE DRESS now 90 25.

now

ONE LOT 9150 WHITE PETTICOATS
ONE LOT 91 00 WHITE PETTICOATS

COMBINATIONS
COMBINATIONS
NIGHT ROBES
NIGHT ROBES
NIGHT ROBES
NIGHT ROBES
CHEMISES
91.50 CHEMISES
9 89 CHEMISES
COMBINATIONS
87c CORSET COVERS
$1.00 CORSET COVERS

ONE LOT #1.25
.98
ONE LOT
ONE LOT «1.00
ONE LOT $1.00
ONE LOT 91 00
ONE LOT 9 .75
ONE LOT 91 00
ONE LOT

ONE LOT

ONE LOT

ONE LOT
ONE LOT

same that Mr. Merrill
Foster-Milburn Co., Props.,
bad.
Buffalo, Ν. Y.

Store closed

quality

39c, include· Batb,

pair.

the 25c lluck now 19c

quality

for 11 12c

yard;

tbe

PIECES OF 50c DRESS GOODS, GREEN

TAG PRICE 25c.
DRESS LINENS, tbe 50c

quality

now

37 1 2c;

tbe 39c

for 25c.

FOULARD SILKS, tbe 89c and 59o quality now 39c.
LACE, MUSLIN AND SCRIM CURTAINS, HALF

91 29

now

1.19

now

79c

now

98c

now

79c

now

59c

now

69c

now

79c

now

59c

now

69c

now

89c

now

49c

only 49c
now

Tbia in-

for 8 l-2c.

SEVERAL

quality

now

now

now

discount of 25 per cent.

59c.

Muslin Underwear
ONE LOT 91.85 WHITE PETTICOATS

quality now 70c;
yard.

40c

Large lot uf other Xapkioa at a diacouot of 20 per cent.
LARGE LOT OF BED SPREADS, clean and freab at a

$4 08

|2 98 dresses

now

NAPKINS, $4 00 dnZ'in quality now $2 50; $·! 00 quality
il 98; $1 75 quality now 91.39; $1 25 quality now 79c.

11c

12.19.

now

69c; 09c quality

liuck and Damack towela.

LADIES' WHITE DRESSES, tbe 90.50 and 95 08 dresses

ONE LOT WHITE DRESS SKIRTS,

now

LINEN CRASH, the 14c

BLEACHED SHEETS, 81 ζ 00 inches, 40c eacb.

PILLOW SLIPS, 19c pair.
STREET AND AFTERNOON

quality

TOWELS, the $1 00 pair quality now 49c pair.
cludes Bath, (luck and Hamaak towels.

now

Kidney Pills—the

appeal to you as a vocalist? Mrs. Buggins—Not exactly. In fact. It's the oth-

and

cents now for

—

Appealing.
Muggins—Does your husband

......

lues at

v.

cents now for

$1.50

No. 843. 150 ACRE FARM AT WEST PARIS
34 mile from station, church and school; cuts 50
tons first quality hay, all machine mowing Held*
of fifty acres, sweet corn and potatoes grow
abundantly and easily tilled, handy to corn
canning factory. Farm buildings up to date—
2 Hory dwelling, ell, storage, 8 large rooms, barn
40 χ 80 ft., Ilnter for 20 head, barn cellar under
whole barn, all the best In this farm and buildings. Must be seen now to be appreciated.

VALUABLE ADVICE

Mrs.

great

STRAW AND PANAMA HATS
19 cents

Widow·' Cap·.
The widow's cap Is a survival of an
old Roman custom. Widows, were South Pari· Citizens Should Profit By
The Following Statement.
obliged to wear their weeds for ten
months, and the bereaved woman
Doan'a Kidney Pilla were uaed by this
«haved her head as a token of mourniug. Naturally the widow could not South Pari· reaidont.
Their merit «ras abown—the story
very well appear in public with a bald
told.
head, so dainty caps were made in orNow comes farther evidence.
der to hide the disfigurement. The cap
The teatimnny ia confirmed.
neImmediate
the
still remains, though
the results
The remedy waa tested
cessity for its existence has long passed lasted.
away.—Pearson's Weekly.
Could South Paris residents demand
stronger proof ?
It's South Paris testimony. It can be
A Financial Genius.
"Pa, will you please tell me what a investigated.
"I would not have known what to
financial genius is?"
done without Doan'a Kidney Pills,"
have
a
1s
"A financial genius, my child,
says Irving Merrill, stationary engineer,
man who can spend money that be bas
of Alpine St., South Paria. "I Buffered
who
never had and which the people
from pains in the amall of my back and
thiuk they are getting' it will never If I stooped for any length of time, it
waa hard for me to atraighten. I noticsee."—Chicago Record-IIerald.
ed that the kidney aeoretiona were unnatural and irregular in passage. I got
He Had Noticed.
Pills at Sburtleff'a Drug
Father (who Is always trying to Doan'a Kidney
Store and after I bad nsed three boxes,
teach his son how to act while at the tbe trouble had gone. I am pleased to
table)—Well. John, you see. when I confirm the endorsement I have previhave finished eating 1 always leave the oualy given Doan's Kidney Pilla."
John—Yes. sir, and I notice
table.
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't simply
that Is about all you do leave.—Londou ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan's
Mall.

$13 00 and $ia.oo
great values at $10.00
..For Suits that were great values at $7 50
were

For Suits that

save

sale.

REAL ESTATE.

;032

and

Outing

My pasture will be open to |
the public
Friday, July 31, 1914.
C. W. SHAW. 1
so

of

for all

$4.00

BLUEBERRIES.

celebrated is the statue of Memnos, on ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge
A true copy—Attest :
the plain of Thebes, described by the
ALBERT D.

Suits

00

cents for our

$3.25
$3.00

In

NORWAY,

chance to

a

$1.19
$1.60 buys
$2.00 buys

Died.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate

$22

NORFOLK SUITS, $7.50, io.co, 12 00, which is much
below their value.
BOYS' SUITS AND ODD PANTS marked way down.
Always need an extra pair of pants, usually wear out a or 3
with each suit.

both of Byron.

on

For Suits that

6.00.

In Oxford, July 14, by Rev. William Farr,
Mr. William II. Burns and Misa Verna L. Den
nlng, both of Oxford.
In Norway. July 3, by Rev. II. L. NlcboM, Mr.
Elmer C. Parker of Grafton and Bessie E. Brown
of Norway.
In Norway, July 22, by Rev. H. L. Nichols,
Mr.Urshall C. Gammon and Miss Mary Elizabeth Drew.
In Mexico, July 20. by Rev. Fr. J. A. La
Flamme, Mr. Claude Qulgley and Miss Emma
Duval.
In Byron, July 15, by U. H. Richards, Etq.,
Mr. Charles H. Cary and Miss Edith flodsdon,

remain

For Kirschbaum's

10.00

7.50

Married.

can

12 00

grade

hi?h grade $20.00 Suits
high grade $18.00 Suits
high grade $16 00 and $15.00 Suits

For Kirschbaum's
For Kirschbaum's

15.00

Noyes, a daughter.
In Uexlco, July 3, to the wife of Charles
Proctor, a daughter, Marlon Wilson.
In Mexico, July 20, to the wife of Frank
Patterson, a daughter.
In Andover, July 19, to the wife of HolUa
Elltngwood, a son.
In South Andover, July 16, to the wife of
Hervey Hall, a son.
In Andover, July 19, to the wife of Glrdler
Swett, a son.
In North Waterfoad. July 8, to the wife of
Ernest McGray a eon, George Lloyd.

For only $3500, part

For Kirschbaum'· hi*h

$1600

In Greenwood, July 18, to the wife of Arthur
Samuel Cummlngs, a son, Arthur Samuel, Jr.
In Bryant Pond, July 18, to the wife of Fred

years.
In Oxford, July 19, Mrs. Emma Martin, aged
76 years.
In Rumford, July 20, Mra. Charlotte W. Swain,
aged 85 years.
In East Andover, July 16, Mrs. George Pbllbrlck.
In Rumford, July 12, Miss Lucrc'.la T. Howe,
aged 81 years.
In Norway, July 25, Benjamin McAllister,
aged 20 years.

Bargains !

Wonderful

druggist.

the boy who carries newspapers, you
Asa Milton Bearc· late of Hebron, de
of collathave but to murmur ."amatlacuilollt ceaaed ; petition for the determination James
P.
eral Inheritance tax presented by
qultcutlaxahuille," and he may possl Uulchlnson, executor.
bly come.
Arrlngton Mason late of Buckfleld. deceased; first and final account presented for
allowance
by L. Carroll Mason, administrator.
of
Rhode·.
The Colotsua
Thomai Waren late of Upton, deceased;
The glgautic Colossus of Rhodes was
petition for license to sell and convey real estate
one of the seven wonders of the world. presented by Silas F. Peaaley, administrator.
It was erected In honor of the sun by
Arrlngton Mason late of Buckfleld, deceased ; petition for determination of collateral
Chares of Llndus. a disciple of Lyslp- Inheritance
tax presented by L. Carroll Maaon,
an administrator.
pus, ùnd was thrown down by
The
C.
B.
224
figabout
Aaa Milton Bearce late of Hebron, deearthquake
ceased flret and final account presented for
ure stood upon two moles, a leg exallowance by James P. Hutchinson, executor.
tended on each side of the harbor. A
Arrlngton Maaon late of Buckfleld, de
winding staircase led to the top of the ceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
which remaining In his hands presented by L. Carroll
of
of
the
out
from
eyes
figure,
Mason, admlnlatrator.
were visible the coast of Syria and the
deceasFletcher late of
of
Egypt. ed;Daniel A.for order to make a Canton, distribuships sailing on the coast
petition
partial
The colossi were the peculiar charac- tion of the amount remaining in bis hands presented by John N. Foye, administrator.
teristic of eastern art and were of comDaniel A. Fletcher late of Canton, deceasmon occurrence, many of them being
ed; Hr-t account presented for allowance by
The most John N. Foye, administrator.
over sixty feet in height

historian Strabo.

Mid-Summer Sale

In
sleep; peculiar
of these Indicate child
bas worms. Get a box of Klckapoo
It kills the
Worm Killer at once.
worms—the cause of your child's condition. Is laxative and aids Nature to expel the worms. Supplied in candy form.
Easy for children to take. 25c., at your

tossing

teeth;

dreams—any

tetennami(]ulll/.tll.
they see cause.
But that Is nothing, says Mr. Charles
William F. Shackley

W. Domville-Flfe in his book on Gua
temala, to what the Central American
Ills best efforts eclipse even
can do.
Shakespeare's often quoted "honorl
ficabllltudinltatlbus," In "Love's Labour's Lost," for If you wish to call

F. H. NOYES CO.

The fact of there being an unoxfrom any celebration
fund was remarkable, and the residents
of ward seven are feeling a trifle paffed
up over the establishing of this record.
ury.

—

The oldest normal school in Maine will
celebrate its semi-centennial Monday,
August 24
Fifty years ago that exact
date the first class of the new normal
school assembled in Beal's hall, Farmington, to begin its work, Ambrose P.
The new normal logical Survey was 92,097,131 barrels,
Keisey, principal.
school buildioK on the site of old Farm- valued at 992,557.617; the production for
ington Academy was not ready for occu- 1912 was 82,438,096 barrels, valued at
The quantity of Portland
pancy, hence the use of Beat's hall. The 167,016,928
first class graduated in 1800, thirteen in cement produced, 92,097,131 barrels, is
number, and s» far aa is known all its equivalent to 15,623,620 long tons. Commembers are now living and mauy of pared with the production of pig Iron for
them will be at the anniversary gather- 1913, which was 30,966,301 long tons, the
Portland cement production la nearly
ing.
The school baa sent out almost two 50.5 per cent of the quantity of pig iron.
that
is
It
hoped
thousand graduates.
Of the 113 producing plants in the
hundreds of graduates, former pupils, Uuited Stales in 1913, 23 were in the
teachers and friends of the school will State of Pennsylvania, whose output was
renew old associa
return August 24 to
28,701,845 barrels of Portland cement,
tions and assist in the observance of the the largest quantity produced by any one
State. The second greatest production
day.
▲ feature of the occasion will be the came from Indiana, with 10,872,574 barpresentation by the alumni of a bronze rels, and California was third, with
bas-relief of the late George C. Puring- 6,159,18* barrels.
The natural cement produced in the
ton, for twenty-six years the efficient
United States in 1913 amounted to 744,·
principal of the school.
new
dorthat
the
It is expected, too,
658 barrels of 265 pounds each, valued at
mitory wliicb ia the latest addition to $345,889, compared with an output of
of
the
school
material
the
equipment
821,231 barrel·, valu»d at 1367,222, in
1912, a decrease in 1913 of 76,573 barrels
plant will be dedicated at that time.
and of |21,333 in value. Puzzolan ceMuniPortland
the
in
After a bearing
ment was manufactured in 1913 at three
cipal Court, James J. Sargent of East plants in the United States, in Alabama,
of
sum
in
the
over
bound
was
Hiram
The output of
Ohio and Pennsylvania.
13000 for assault with intent to kill upon puxzoian and Collos cements in 1913 was
Black at East
E.
Sheriff
Eugene
Deputy
107,313 barrels, valued at 197.663, comBaldwin on July 3d. Bail was furnished. pared with 91,864 barrels, valued at
977.363 in 1012, an increase in quantity
A bear has been reported as slightly
of 15,449 barrels and in value of 920,300.
take.
at
the
Phillips
cottagers
alarming
The United States bas a comparatively
The bear makes a good change from the •mall
export trade io cement. In 1913
wild man as an attraction at a Maine
the total quantity exported waa only
lake camping place.
2.964,358 barrels, moat of wbiqh waa
In a farm. Look np announce- Portland cement, valued at 94,270,666,

Bargain

NORWAY.

Rb,,brother· Ηοβββ Ab
IÎÎ»'iâ,V
A Democratic ratification meeting
Webster Abbott of North Frye
1^"·
held
the
house at South Pari·
thee Μ(1 """'η·*1
at

south pari* rorr orne·.
7:*'A.ll.lo7:30 P.·.

TKAIKS

SPEECHES

Saturday forenoon,

i9rc Hull»

TRL'NE

Meelino

Camp

Democratic Ratification Meeting.

PRICE.
ONE

LOT

PRICE 9c

OF 50c

HOSE, GREEN TAG

LADIES'

pair.

ONE LOT LADIES' OUTSIZE HOSE, tbe 37 I 2c quel-

ity

now

19c

pair.

CHILDREN'S HALF HOSE, fancy, tbe 25c grade

12

l-2c;

tbe 15c

grade

8c

now

pair.

Shirt Waists
One

Lot 92 98 Sbirt Waiata

now

91.49

198 Shirt Waist·

now

1.19

now

,79

now

.09

One Lot

45c

One Lot 1 49 and 1.25 Sbirt Walata

50c

One Lot

.98 Sbirt Waiata,

Friday afternoons during July and August.

WANTED.
Experienced housekeeper

for dormi-

tory at Fryeburg Academy. For particulars, apply to Principal Ε. E. Weeks,

Fryeburg,

20tf

Maine.

INSURANCE.
All kinds of insurance

placed by

W. J Wheeler & Co.

After July i, 1913» Stanley M.
Wheeler will be taken into the firm
"What Is your Idea of happiness?"
of W. J. Wheeler & Co., composed
asked the unsophisticated youth.
Margaret A.
"Being 'next' In i crowded barber of W. J. Wheeler,
Whbeler.
the
sage.—
M.
Mlamlsburg
Stanley
•hop," replied
Baker,
Dayton Herald.
the
We thank
people of Oxford
for past favors and solicit
County
Pirstss.
continuance of tame and shall con"Father, are all the pirates dead?"
tinue to give them our best efforts,
the
run
now
eon.
They
"No, my
and a good square
coat checking privileges at the hotels good protection
business deal.
ani restaurant·."—Town Topics.

Maine.

Norway,

Hsppin···.

NOTICE.
The aubecriber hereby *1τββ notice that ·1κ
hu been inly appointed executrix of the lui
will and testament of
TENNIS E. KING. late of Oxford,

In the County of Oxford, deoeaaed. All per
aona baring demanda agalnat the eatate of aald
deceaaed are dealred to preaent the aame foi
seulement, and all Indebted thereto an re
auesMd to make payment Immediately.
Julyîlat, 1814. ALICK M KINO WILSON.
80 S3

HVTIVJS.
The aubacrtber hereby Rive· nolle* that be bu
been duly appointed admin latrator of tbe
rattle of
ELIZA A. ALEXANDER, late of Denmark,
In the County of Oxford, dteeaaed, and glvea
booda aa the law dlrecU. All peraona having
demanda agalnat the eatate of aald deceaaed
are Uealred to preaent tbe aame for aeulement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

payment Immediately.
FKED C. ALEXANDER
July Slat, 1914.
3043

nvnva·

The iub»crtbor hereby give· notice that he ha·
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
Julia Aumm McALLian», lata ef Pari·.
In the County of OiforU, <leoea*ed, and fire·
bond· a· the law directe. All penou harlni
demand· against the eatale of «aid deceased
are dealradlo present the aame for •ettlement,
and all Indebted thereto ara requested to Uki

payment Immediately
July il it, 1914. IfOWARD O. McAlXUTtB.

90 33

ÏOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

THE Ε. Ν. SWETT

»!

MID-SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE

K,tcll€e·.

to th·

Efftçleocy

Ai^SSSS, ANNUAL
!,ïemltia.

,ut» WM DOt OOlU

sad revolotioBh«ri

efficiency
lemonetrated that

ern

7nd

om

Îîîîilecroft
^P?

wo,^ ^

kind that you are proud to serve,
for the
it is just a cake you stirred up
rich one for
or a splendid big
just

at

BSKSSSS R-Trtw'

good

Wonderful
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther—a help in household economy
—because it is milled by a special process
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
will have it. Good
Your

"

grocer

plicated, and

^ course there
kitchen

cannot

grocers like

PJJ
^
Jh.çlolb

a

issi«...

to be one of the best

St..

11.
I· the LOT

_p^e

LOT 16

INIorwey.

a

Gal.

PROP. OF TH· TUCXE"
HARNESS STORE.

Μ·Ιηβ.

■

Fh

in th

put
t.t,nglb, k ch«»
keeper· will J|«'°

horror at the ex pen

j

kept

the

LOT 17.
tbe
b. bum i= .b. LOT 18.
th»t the Ice19.
ice without ever en- LOT
country
' bouse LOT 20.
l0
v

beginning.

man can

STORE.

fly oils made. Try

in the

lce»bo*. Thi·
wall wbene'e,r

Gallon at the

HARNESS

Main

LOT 10.

Fly Chaser •AiHooVbT.b0«i3

James N. Favor,
91

JJJ™

^ ihe ink

Payment.

rally

Costs $1.00

guaranteed

No

SI'MMEB SCHOOL AT SOUTH CASCO.

roKn.ASl>. ItASUOK. AVGUSTA.

It is

or

ice-box

«»°îÇh»"r

^e've always LOT 21.

on

sufficient to ae Ρ
tracking op th.
,1» utterer ot «"».
energy expended in
was

forth

r?

hej*?®" J°t

and j/,a(
the lceman from LOT 22.
„
^ t doe„
w«° „.li„ tbe LOT 23.
.„<!
LOT 24.
ior
fr0ni the refrlger-

goiw^^

^--s^rAds
d

Ύ&ιι

Y>ur neighbor
is ashamed
of his
half frown
runts Ted on

are

proud to show
the big
Chickens
raised on

"Something

GROWING
FEED ^
A. C.

just

as

good"

Your hardware at the
modern hardware store of

South Paris,

...

Maine.

Hot
W eather
is Sure.
Buy The

BALDWIN
REFRIGERATOR

The
Will

Cold

Dry Air Kind.

Keep Your Food and Save You Money

Prices

$6.50

up.

$12.00 to $16.00.
Write for

Catalogue

or

y,

mtlk

Dayton

Call and See Them.

Bolster Co.

35 MARKET SQUARE
MAINE.

SOUTH PAKIS,

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELEft & CO.
South Paria.

RoofiNG

CASTORIA
Tli KM Yn Uin AJwip Bngkt
Far Intuits and CMdrm.

^

High grade and
Economical

$1.60,-1.90,-2.26

per square

SOLD ONLY BY

S. P. Maxim & Son
South Paria,

Bears th·

Τ"*<2

3 00

for

3.00

for

3.00

for

3 00

for

4.00

4 60 grade for
9 prs. Men's Gon Metal Button Oxfords, Walkover,
4 50 grade for
Blucber
Walkover,
Oxfords,
22 prs. Men's Gun Metal

3 35

Button,

11 pre. Men's Gon Metal

4 00

grade

Oxfords, Admiral,

5.00

grade

3 00

grade

for

3.00

18 pre. Men's Gun Metal Oxford», Fitzu, 3.50 grade

for

2.75

for

2 35

for

3.35

for

3.00

38 prs. Men's Gun Metal Bluober

Oxfords,

40 pre. Men's Gun Metal Oxfords, Fitzu, 4.00

12 prs. Men's Gun Metal

grade

Oxfords, Iroquois, |3

00

grade

10 prs. Men's Russia Calf Oxford*, Walkover, 4.50 grade
Men's Russia Calf Oxford··, Fitzu, 4.00 grade
20
pre.

30 pre. Men's Russia Calf Oxford··,
15 pre. Men'e Russia Calf

for

Walkover, 4.00 grade

Oxfords, Button Walkover, 4.00 grade for

8.

LOT 33.

for

2.35

LOT 34.

for

2.75

for
41 pra. Woe. Gun Metal Button Evangeline, 3.50 grade
for
3
00
Biucber
grade
Patent
Evangeline,
0 prs. Wos.
for
40 prs. Wos. Gun Metal Blucher Fifth Avenue, 3 00 grade
40 pra. Wos. Gun Metal Dut. and Blucher Fifth Avenue, 3.00 grade

2 75

for

2.00

for

2.35

24 pra. Wos. Pat. Button Fifth

30 pra.
60 pra.

3.00

11 pre. Men's Russia Calf Oxfords, Iroquois, 3.00 grade
4 00 grade
15 pre. Men's Russia Calf Oxfords, Juniper Sole,

for

2.35

for

3 00

Avenue,

I

grade
Button, 2.00 grade
Button, 1.75 grade

18 pra. Wos. White Canvas
24 pre. Wos. White Canvas

Wos. White Poplin

Button

Woa. White Canvas Button Oxfords, 1.50 grade

Maine

20 prs. Wos.
80 pre. Wos.

2 50 and 3.00

1.50 j

for

1 25

grades,

Dongola Oxfords, 2

Also, while they last,
the prices

given

one

of

for

1.35

f ir

j

f

fur

1.00

> ·:

r

1.#

s

1.1 »t

grade,

00

Shoes will L»

fur ji.i»

Bale, 31.25 grade,
Bals, 1 15 grade,

for
for

1 20

Meu'e white and brown Oxfords, 1 00

for

120

Uiiys'

for

1 00

Women's white Oxfords, 1.00

for

90c

Youths' white and brown

white and brown Oxfords, 90c

for

jOc

for

'jmc

r

1 ,r

grade,
grade,

1.

75c

r

Sôc

r

":>c

;7.'<

grade,
Oxfords, 85c grade,

70c
flue

75c grade,
1.00 Child's white Oxfords,

(ur condimeut
aD(1 paDHi

Tel. 38-2

Ρ

«ne

CLEARANCE SALE OF

HEN'S SUMMER SUITS

trouble and bladder annoyanoes. Foley
REPUBLICAN.
Pills are your best protection, Governoroverfor
weak, sore,
Iût •b00t your best medicine
William T. Haines, Watervllle.
η··> >■
bladder weaknesses. State Auditor—
live minutée, or until the boiling point is worked kidney and
E.
S.
K. Callahan, Lewlston.
Paris.
S.
Shurtleff
Timothy
E.
Co.,
reached, tben the hood ia dropped until A.
Bepresentatlve to Congress, Second DistrictIt rests firmly on the top of the stove, Newell A Co , Paris.
M.S>
Harold
wall, Bath.
the gaa extinguished, and the cooking
decided when I marry Senator—
Cbolly—I've
In
or
trouble
finished without
expense.
Onnan L. Stanley, Porter.
sister I will take you to live with ns.
the efficiency kitchec the oven is waist
Attorney—
Pop
says you couldn't County
Johnny—Gee.
constant
with
the
Frederick B. Dyer, Buckfleld.
thus
doing away
high,
a flea, so I don't know where I
support
in
the
of
Courts—
so
burdensome
Clerk
stooping, always
come in.
Charles F. Whitman, Norway.
old style stoves.
of Deeds—
The last step in the preparation of food EASES TORMENT OF ASTHMA AND Register
J. Hastings Bean, Parts.
This has a metal
is the serving table.
of Deeds, Western DistrictHAY FEVER
Register
Dean A. Ballard, Fryeburg.
top, making it easy to clean.
For the discomfort and misery of asthThe cabinet, the range and the serving
Sheriffand
use
fever
Honey
ma
and
Foley'a
side
of
one
bay
Edward W.Jones, Fryeburg.
table, all stand in a row on
It puts a healing, County Commissionerthe room, so there is no crossing and Tar Compound.
over the swollen, tickCharles W. Bowker, Paria.
one
and
thousand
soothing
coating
the
re-crosaing, taking
and eases the thick Treasurer—
unnecessary steps so often due to faulty ling membrane*,
George M. At wood, Paris.
and choking sensation. Helps you to
placing of the furniture.
In the yel- Representatives to the legislature
Afier the serving comes the harder breathe easily and naturally.
Walter G. Morse, Rumford.
A. E. Shurtleff Co., S.
Arthur B. Forbes, Paris.
part—the clearing away. Many a woman low package.
Frank P. Thomas, Andover.
the dinner, Paris. S. E. Newell A Co., Paris.
mind
don't
"I
gutting
Highs,
Chas. B. Cobb, Denmark.
but the everlasting dish-washing that
Addison MUleU, Waterfonl.
First Waiter—Them's the same couple
Even in this age ol
John K. Fùrhan. Canton.
comes after it."
here
most
lately,
in
has
bin
every day
Charles G. Ueckler, Albany.
efficiency one cannot say "Presto,
ain't they, Bill?
change" and have it done, but Mrs.
DEMOCRAT.
Second Waiter—It's the same girl.
Frederick shows how many of the disaGovernorgreeable features can be eliminated. To
CATHARTIC
A PERFECT
Oakley C. Curtis, Portland.
b?gin with, a wheeled tray is used to
There is sure and wholesome aotion in State Auditor—
convey the dishes from the dining room
J. Edward Sullivan, Bangor.
Tablets.
The dishes are all piled on every dose of Foley Cathartic
to the sink.
never a gripe or pain. Keire»entatlve to Congress, Second District—
with
cleanse
the
with
They
thus
at
this
doing away
onoe,
Daniel J. McGIUlcuddy, Lewlston.
of ounstipation find them
endless trips back aud forth carrying a Chronic cases
8enator—
invaluable. Stoat people are relieved of
few dishes at a time.
Young A. Thurston, Andover.
so unOn the side of the room opposite the that bloated, congested feeling,
County Attorneyweather.
hot
in
comfortable
Albert Bellvean, Rumford.
especially
serving equipment is placed the cleaning
A. E. Clerk of Court·—
at They keep your liver busy.
up furniture. The dishes are borne
Ernest J. Record, Paris.
Shurtleff Co., S. Parla. S. Ε. Newell &
once to the combined sink and dishRegister of Deedswasher. Into the latter the wire dish Co., Paris.
George L. Sanborn, Norway.
strainer fits secuiely, and in this is
you recollect that once Beglnter of Deeds, Western DistrictWifey—Do
The
Asa Osgood Pike, Fryeburg.
placed the china and glassware.
when we had a quarrel I said you were
water is then turned on, the strainer
Sheriff—
as mean as you could be?
juftt
are
William O. Frothlngham, l'aris.
dishes
the
and
motion
given a rotary
Hubby—Yes, my dear.
County Commissionerthoroughly flushed. The strainer is then
I
did
little
how
Don A. Gates, Dlxfleld.
Wifey—Oh, Tom,
lifted oat and the china placed, without
know you then.
Treasurerdrying, on the open shelves along the
Howard D. Smith, Norway.
kitchen wall, these open shelves having
FOLEY
THERE IS
Representatives to the Legislaturebeen found to be more sanitary than the
Richmond L. Melcher, Bumfonl.
KIDNEY PILLS
Leslie E. Mclntlre, Wsterford.
closed cabinet, besides much more easy
If
medicine
A. Farrar, Paris.
Frank
a
need
You
mighty good
of access. Nothing has yet been found
Oscar E. Turner, Hartford.
are
exhausted
negonce
by
yonr kidneys
to take the place of the actual cleaning
D. Fessenden, Denmark.
Adolphus
and you have got it
Burton W. Goodwin, Mexico.
of the pots and pans, but a wooden lect and overwork,
Is
action
L. Edwards, Bethel.
Their
Fred
Pills.
in
Kidney
unnecmake
Foley
scraper and a bandied mop
Sound
and tonic.
essary much actual contact with the prompt, healing
SOCIALIST.
and sound kidneys follow their
health
soiled utensils.
GovernorShurtleff
Ε
Α.
Co.,
them.
use.
are
Try
thoroughOf course, all the dishes
Percy F. Morse, Portland.
in the S. Paris. S. E. Newell A Co., Paris.
before

This is the time of year when we clean
the fall
up our suit stock to make room for
You have an opportunity now to

What YOU Need
Perhaps YOU—like hundreds

styles.
purchase the finest clothes at quite
over former prices.

of
others—are all "run down." Not
sick enough to take to lied—nor
miss work. But your appetite is
poor—your food doesn't digest—
your bowels fail to act freely

„g«.bl.· Kidney

beiug placed

State Auditor-

strainer or dishp^o, and for this purpose
a email table ia placed just to the right
of the dishwasher. In this is cut a o«rcu'ar hole and the garbage pail stands
beneath, so that all the parings~and
i-crapiiigs drop naturally into it, the dish
meanwhile resting on the table.
Last of all, one of the most practical
of the new inventions, and especially
valuable to city housewives, is the incinerite. Constructed on the principle of
a crematory, all garbage, either wet or
dry, is dumped therein and in a short
time reduced to a fine powder.
By this
useful little invention, the foul-smelling,

Hans J. P. Enemark, Portland.
Cashier—I cannot cash this check, Representative to Congres*, Second Districtacoverdrawn
have
You
madam.
your
George P. Larrabec, Bath.
Senatorcount.
Adam S. Banklns, Mexico.
Haughty Lady—Oh, that is all right. lerk
of Courts—
t
Just make me out a uew account.
George Allan England, Bryant's Pond.
DeedsBeglsterof
If yon have neglec'ed your kidneys,
Alex Mac Donald, Rumford.
and suffer from backaohe, weak back,
Sheriff_

....

headaobe, rheumatism, and distressing
Harri P. Hall,Rumford.
bladder weakneaa, yon will flod Foley County Commissionerthe
be
made,
to
Pilla
honestly
Raymond K. Knowlton, Rumford.
Kidney
healing and curative mediclae you need TreasurerLee L. Abbott, Rnmford.
back yonr health and
to give you
to tbe Legislature—
strength. Tbey are tonic lo aotion, Representatives
F. Hall, Rumford.
Joalah
will
to give good results.
They
Greenwood.
quick
H.
Frank
Maxfleld,
fly-inviting,disease-breeding garbage can help you. A. E. Shurtleff Co., S. Parla.
is done away with altogether, and the
S. Ε. Newell A Co., Parla.
PROORKSSIVB.
cost is as nothing compared with tbe
Governor—
satisfaction the m'stress feels in tbe
after
to
do
Intend
Patten.
do
"What
P.
you
llalbert
Gardner,
you
elimination of this bane of her Jife.
leave

The walls, instead of being papered,
covered with sanitas wall covering.
This has a woven cloth foundation and
cornea in many artistic designs, as well
as tbe plain, and probably more serviceable patterns. It will not tear or fade,
like wall paper, and ia readily cleaned
with a damp cloth, so that it always presents a fresh appearance.
The. floor la covered with linoleum,
preferably' of a dull brown, though it
If
ma/ be had in many inlaid designs,
something more fancy is desired. This,
like the wall, may be wiped up daily—a
much euler and more sanitary method
than the old process of sweeping—which
took tbe dust from the floor, only to deposit It on ibe walls and furniture.
The indireok. lighting system is employed. No light strikes the ·)· directly, but the gleam is diffused about the
room, giving an even distribution of

college?"

State Auditor—

Merton T. Goodrich, Bingham.
"Well, I haven't decided on anything
definite for tbe first year, except tooome Bepresentatlve to CongressAlton C. Wheeler, Paris.
back for the claaa reunion."
SU te SenatorJohn 8 Harlow,

Citrolax I

ClTBOLAX !
GIVE :τ TO YOUR CHILDREN
Finest

physic

In the

world

for

chil-

dren. They lové to take it—It tastes like
lemonade. It la mild—and suits tbeir
sensitive organs. It la thorough—and
keepa their systems cleanaed, sweet and
It doe· the aame for
wboleeome.
grown-opa too. An ideal laxative. A.
E. Shurtleff Co., S. Parla. S. Ε. Newell
A

will tone you up so you feel like new.

Co.,

Paris.

Heavy. Impure blood makes a muddy, pimply
nausea. indigestion.
Thin blood* makes you weak, pale aodslekly.
Tot pare blood, aoand digestion, use Bardoek
Blood Bitters. 91.00 at all stores.

Beglsterof DeedsWallace B. Strickland, Paria.
8beriff—
E. C. Frost, Mexico.
County Commissioner—
Beajuntn B. Billings, Woodstock.
County Treasurer—
Clarence L. Rldlon, Paria.
Bepresentatlve· to Legislature—
Sllva J. Gonya, Bumfonl.
G. W. Q. Perham, Woodstock.
Harry F. Greenleaf. Norway.
Frank Stanley, Dlxfleld.

nig bottle—tsc—your dealrr's.
Sample KKEE by nuil—from us.
**L. F." Medicine Co.. Portland. Me.

Men's 22 Summer Suits for
Men's 20 Summer Suits for
Men's 18 Summer Suits for

16.00
16.00
14.00

suits for
Summer Suits for

10.00

kitchen as in any well ordered work"I wish 1 m«U Impress «p·· y*u
shop. If a spot of color ia desired, noth- sdwb in Mût· way tk« maessslty si
ing is better than a growing plant or : pajrtag sttaUsa to tk« little tfcbage 1»
two, a hardy red geranium, (or example. mumUm with road work."· Ckitf SnIn concluding the description of this 1
fineer Sargtni at tUdt rood cone—How.

i

_

...

State Auditor—

1

Men's

10

For any Itching skin trouble, piles, eczema,
hives, Itch, scald bead, herpes,
aeahlea, Doan's Ointment la highly recoineended. βΟο a box at all stores.
salt rheum,

1

■

miner

7.50

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER

/

MAINE!.

NORWAY,

OK ΤΗΚ

Oxford Co. P. of P. Mutual
Fire Insurance Compaoy

For Sale
in Buckfield
Known

No other as good
The New Hon· Sewing Machine
ORANGE. MASS.

tillage

Company^

Variety Store Co., agent·, Norway

POLEYKIDNEY PILLS
«OR RHEUMATISM KIONEYS AND PLAODEP

A WOMAN'S DAY

It begins early, and ends late. It is full
of work from sun rise to bed time. Being
constantly on ber feet, she often has
kidney trouble without knowing it. She
bas backache. It is bard for her to get
and
up in the morning, she is so tired
worn out. She does not sleep well, has
poor appetite and is
nervous. Her bladder
gives her trouble too.

will cure all that,
and make her again
8TRONO, WELL and VIGOROUS.
Get Foley Kidney Pill» at the nearest
drug store and START TAKING THEM
TO-DAY. They cost less than the doctor

more. The genuine Foley Kidney
Pills are sold only in the yellow package.

and do

K.SHUBTLKrr A CO.,
A. L.CLA.BK DBUG CO..
A.

the

Homestead.

No other like it

Ilobb·

as

Houth

Parle.

Norway, Maine.

KIDNEY PUIS
FOLEY
Tor
BLUEBERRIES.
opened Saturday, July J
25th, 1914, at 7 o'clock A. M.
J. F. KING,
South Paris, Me.

lars

la{e Kimball

Contains iS

Fine loc.» ion.

stable.

reasonable.

Prince

acres

in

house and
Price and

For

particu-

Her.'ey, ownAlbans, Vermont. Property

inquire of Geo

er, St.

of South Paris, .11 <·

Village.

and pasture, large

terms very

will be shown

by

H.

Fred A.

Taylor,

Buckfield, Maine.

....

Anyone sending

η

ASSETS DEC. SI. 191

Trade Mark·
Design·
Copyright· Ac.

sketch end

description may

<pnt free. «(Moat nuency fur socurinf patents.
Patents taken tlirouk'h Xlunn A Co. receive
tpfeial ηotUf, without chaîne. In tbe

Scientific American.

handsomely Illustrât p.! weekly. I,amet clr
illation of any «denude journal. Terni·. 93 a
ear; fouriuontbe.fi. Sold by all newsdealer*

V

'ΛϋΝΝ & Co.36'0™··'-*' Hew York
Branch Office. <rû F Ht.. Washington. D. C

Bankrupt's Petition

22tf

for

of Maine:

Maine Steamship Line
DAMOUK, of Rumfonl. In the
county of Oxford. ami state of Maine, In
Steamships Old Colony ami Noith Land leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays said District, respectfully represents that on tbe
and Saturday* at 6 jo p. m. Portland to New 2*1 day of Mav, Ia*t pant, he was duly adjudged
Monday day bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
York #0.00 (Round Trip 110.00)
all
tripe, leaving Portland at 10.30 A. M., for New Bankruptcy; that he haa duly surrenderedhas
hl« pro|x'rty and rights of property, and
York.
laid
all
the
of
with
requirements
fully compiled

JOSEPH

Boston and Portland Line

International Line

Acta and of the orders of Court

bankruptcy.

touching

his

Wherefore he prays, That be may be decree·!
by the Court to have a full discharge from al'
debts provable against bis estate under said
bankruptcy Acta, except such debts as are ex
cepted by law from such discharge
bated this 10th day of July, Α. I». 1914.

JOSEPH DAMOUR, Bankrupt.
THEREON.

ORDER OF NOTICE

Steamship Calvin Austin and Governor Dlnglev District <>k Mai.nk. ss.
leave Portland Mondays, Wednesday· and FriOn this lHili day of July, A. D. 1914, on readdays at 5.00 p. m. for Eastport, Lubeo, Maine and
RETURNING—leave Port- ing the foregulng petition. It Is
St. John, H. B.
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be ha I
Ian l for Boston Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satupon the same on the 33th day of Augus', A. D.
urdays at 8.00 a. m.
1914, before said Court at Portland, In said DisPortland and Rockland Line trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that no-

Steamer Monhegan leaves Portland Tuesday*,
Tbumlavs and Saturdays at 7.00 a. m. for BoothHarbor, Ronnd Pond. Friendbay Harbor, NewTenant's
Harbor and Rockland
ship. Port Clvde,
RETURNING—leaves Rockland Mondays, Wed
nesdaysand Friday· at 8:15 a. m. touching at
above landings. Due In Portland 2 00 p. m.

Bootbbay

Line

Mlneola leaves Portland Monday·,
8.00. a. m., ami
Wednesday· and rridays at
Boothbav Harbor at 1130 a. m. for East Boothbay and intermediate landings. RETURNING—
leave· East Boothbay Tuesdays, Thursday· and
Saturday· rt 7.00 a. m., and Bootbbay Harbor
at J.oo a. m.
a. A. CLAY, θ apt., Franklin Wharf, Portland. I
Steamer

tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demoa newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may ap|>ear at tbe said time and place,
and show canse, If any they have, why tbe
prayer of aald petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
tbe Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
Itors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of resident» a*

crat,

Witness the Hom. Clahkmck IIalk, Judge of
tbe said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the 18th day of July, A. D
1914.

[l.·.]

A true copy of
Attest:

«41

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

petition and order thereon.

TaMXJS

ιύ
.Ait!

A «ecufl mentit unp.il·!
All other assets

E. HJtWIY, Otark.

I/el

t

Cross Cash A■ sets

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1*1
Loupe*
Γ.υ&η*

«"·?

♦

urpaM

un pal

I

ToUl Liabilities
Premium notes subject to

aaaessinent

Î.-Î··

Policies written In 1913
Policies now In force
28.30

Discharge.

)

In Bankruptcy.
JOSEPH DAMOUK,
Itankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clakknck Hale, Judge of the District Court of tho United Slates for the District

Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week days
at 7.00 p. ra., Sundays at 9 00 ρ m. RETURNING—leave Boston week days and Sundays at
7.00 p. m.
Steamships Bay State and Ransom
B. Fuller.
Fare between Portland an·' Boston, $190.
Staterooms, $1.00, $-2.00.

;

Cash

.inlckly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communie»·
tlons strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents

In the matter of

Portland and

Copyright Hart Scbtifcitt Be Marx

CONDENSE!» STAT KM > Λ Γ

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Residence

Desirable

Pasture

Alphonso Lane, Brewer.

Si

Men's

H. B. Foster Co.

_

GovernorFrederick A. Shepherd, Watervllle.

12.00

Men's 15 Summer Suits for

KIONEYS AND BLADDER
rheuma
)R RHEUMATISM

PROHIBITION.

saving

Men's $25 Summer Suits for $20.00

Rath. Me.

"We luve used your 'L. F.' Atwood's
Medicine (or the last ten vears for all
kinds of licknesi, and we think it a great
family remedy. I know of others who
have used it and who regard it just as
highly. Two or three doses will tune m person right up, and make him feel like new.
[signed] Κ. II. Lewin

Foley
Kidney Ms

Clerk of Courte—
Fred B. Merrill, Bethel.

a

"L. F." Atwood's Medicine

Dlxfleld.

County Attorney—
A re tas Ε. Stearns, Rumford.

complexion, headaches,

light and oasting dark shadows nowhere.
Mere decorations are ont of plaoe in a

practical and scientific kitchen I think

I

below:

Men's white and brown

j

.me

s

fur H.75

grade Tennis

lot of medium

Boys' white and brown
white Bale, 1.15 grade,
Women's
150
'
and brown Bale, 1.00 grade,
white
Youths'
1 25
00c grade,
white
Child's
Bale,
1 25

for

175

early

b00dSS5,0o

u«r

prices.
style, but at extremely
Pat. Button Evangelic*, 93.50 grade,
Bouts mostly small sizes, 3.00 and 2.50 grades,

them a little out of

1 90

1.50

grade
Misses' White Canvas Button, 1.50 grade
Child's White Canvas Button, 1 25 grade
Misses' White Poplin Pumps, 1.25 grade

llt

low

Wok. Patent, Gun Metal and
1.50 200 prs.

for

Wos. White Canvas Pumps, 1.50

for 2 20

Boots and Oxfords,
We also have the following odd lots of Women's

2.00

1.75

for

Oxfords, 1.75 grade

for 2.00

2.00 grade·,
76 prs. Wos. Boots mostly small sizes, 2.50 and
2.25
and Evangeline,
New
Kid
Oxfords
Ceotuiy
150 prs. Wos. Patent and

for

for

Woa. White Poplin Pumps, 2 00 grade
Wos. White Poplin Pumps, 1 75 grade

grade

lofants' White Canvas Pumps, 90c.

Miscellaneous.

2.35

for

for 7,'^
for fQc

36 prs. Was. Guo Metal Oxfords, Fifth Avenue, 3.00 grade
3 00 grade
12 pra, Wos. Brown Nubuck Pumps, Evangeline,
3.00
grade
24 prs. Wos. Gray Nubuck Pumps, Evangeline,

2.35

grade for
3
00
grade for
Wos. Russia Calf But. Oxfords, Evangeline,
3 00 grade
Fifth
Avenue,
Blucher
Oxfords,
Wos. Russia Calf

pUA7ter

.UKbrnjoH»
ι
!,L.

grade

24 pre. Woe. White Canvas Button, 2 50

cutllng
need,, with- nothing could be better than a quotation Nominations of All Political Parties.
her from Mrs. Frederick herself:
from
moving
"Efficiency does not mean superfluous CANDIDATES WJIOSE NAMES WILL BE ON
aud costly equipment. It means the right
preparation
THE BALLOTS IN OXFORD COUNTY.
»«> c
tool, in perfect condition, placed scienHiep is
cooking,
range with tifically; the right plan, pins an efficient
>tand· the firelens cook g g
Below are given the Dames of candicQBt of tbl, attitude of mind by the worker."
"β
dates tbat will appear on tbe ballot in
It may
and
is
$9o.0tJ,
though
range
arOxford Couoty for tbe state election in
inimenee saving in
pear expensive, the
IF KIDNEYS AND BLADDER BOTHTbe Republican, DemoSeptember.
money
j
iutl eoon place, it to the class
PILLS.
KIDNEY
ER THEN FOLEY
cratic and Sooialist candidatea were
o^
Over worked kidneys will break down named by tbe primaries on tbe 15tb,
if not helped. When they can no longer while tbe Progressive and Prohibition
the candidates were nominated by convenprotect the blood and the body from
poisons that come to them, then look tions and their names will be placed on
out for Bright'a disease, serious kidney tbe ballot by petitions.

i r,t«ujdor.o

3 00

grade

for
40 prs. Wos. Russia Calf Oxforde, American Beauty, 2.50 grade
for
30 pre. Wos. Brown Vici Oxford·), 2.50 grade

3.00

for

Evangeline,

3.50

3 50
48 pri. Wos. Russia Calf Oxfords, But. and Blucher Evangeline,

3.00

grade

4.00
13 pre. Men'a Ruaeia Calf Oxford*, Button Filzu,

7.

3,

for

Walkover, 4.00

2.75

3 50

j fjQ

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK NORWAY, MAINE.

are

pEHWSnC

for

10 pre. Men'i Russet Calf

for

49 pr«. Woe. Gun Metal Bluclier

2.75

grade

3.00 LOT 32.

2.75

for

grade

3.00 LOT 31.

for

,fK

for

THE Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.

(Uiou«w>

revolving
nh
rK0,Udg Pev°eS ÎiVgS
«
clnuge;

ly scraped

N.

tic

for

grade

4 00

for

grade
50 pra. Wos. Tan Russia Cf. Button Evangeline,
18 pre. Woe. Tan Russia Cf Button and Biucber, 3.00 grade

14 pra. Men's Vici Blucber Fitcj, 3 50 grade

a

WD'SïïRiîï5 ^
KOOds·
cur.
RIUiill
^ book
■e

3 00

2.75

served."

lbe
the m;ixlmam of ea>e
Tner
cabinet.
BUace—'·»·* Λ ur
Wiib the minimum

prool), drawer·

grade

for

for

^

»

3 00

LOT 29.

HEALINgIn

Family Sizes

Most Desirable

»"

iX'tbT"S"»

will examine if you are prudentwill buy if you are smart-

jq»·

for

grade

-·'»'% t»up.to-date
r<

cupboard.
•'jumbled

jars, elidmg

MAXIM, South Paris, Maine.

J. P. Richardson,

a m«
Horn °*
CLlD(jidere<i ·" tho
the next item t«
kitchen cah'ne'. Here*K*1 conservatism
fortunate),
must be
-why.
oot to sud» »<· ex,e
to
a
ha,
nantry
keep my
big panuy
I've always
^
d
feel
1
in, and

,binge

grade

for

Poplin Pump·, 1.25 grade
Canvas
White
Pumps, 1.00 grade
Child's
Child's White

for $3 00 LOT 30.

44 pre. Woa. Brown Russia Cf. Polish Evangeline, $4.00 grade
18 pra. Woe. Brown Nabuclc Button Evangeline, 4 00 grade
61 pri·. Woe. Brown Russia Cf. Button Evangeline, 4 00 grade

Misses' White Canvas Pumps, 1.00 grade

Boots and Oxfords wiiicb m
we have many odd lots of men's and women's
In addition to these remarkable bargains already enumerated
consideration of the many great
this sale to be the largest ever and ask your careful
will be disposed of at extremely low prices. We expect
Remember —"first come first
to come a little out of your way to give us a call.
values offered at such absurdly low prices. It will pay you
and have a greater assortment to choose from.
Come

'"ESU.»-

comb^tea ^°{^merly

13.35

12 pra. Men'a Russia Calf Blucber Walkover, 4.00 grade

_

luelf to allow thle.

Our Guarantee— full Satisfaction

TUCKER

J*h

Kangaroo Bala,

8 pra. Men'a Kuaaia Calf Button. 4 00

uf ber

eteDS

_„Λΐ««β

00

30 pr». Men's Russia Calf Blucher Fitzu, 4 00

v

m

Walkover, 4

10 pre. Men'» Goo Metal Blucher, 3 50

"Slof «S fSîÎhS·.

.|i»llty
or

5 pr· Men's

for

Walkover, 14 50 grade

10 pre. Men'· Gon Metal Button Walkover, 4.00

pl.» LOT 12.
first principle of «r
she Infor the conservation of e
haMrd LOT 13
itiet· that there Hbould be no
^
arrangement of the
|t ^ ft,. LOT 14.
iD
wherever the plumber
LOT 15.

to an

Dr. Hess

a

berbueband.

rljchte
'ncognUetthe purehaMr'»
ye»™»1" Vebefore
payment U ««taire.». No otlier
tot of their

enough tn you

8 pre. Men'· Gun Metal Blucber

safea-As

Ictoi

examination of t!ie κουΛβ. an.l a
school In New ΚηκΙϋηΊ has faith

LOT 2.

Fr^wic^

Woman,
short time
atlve, clings to the
d

NO PAYMENT IN ADVANCE

35 prs. Men's Gun Metal Blucber

hlmjelf

in

tauJ

LOT 1.

LOT 28.

Women

Men

utensils in Mr·.
LOT 3.
aTerage
that are not found in
eh„rl
tbQ
to
housewife, bu
LOT 4.
nigbtednees of the mi«»rew, or probxbly
T,if
to her ignorance
LOT 5.
(armer or bankman of the hou»®,
with all the
,led
,r, keep*
bim iD hi*
lateet de»lo*· that
tuat en_uv l00i
work, knowing
In*
accomplish
ρ
able. l.i«u to 8aTe t me ..r acc<
wi"
task more
«re

William TeD Floor

"u

t
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NOW

IS

Lower Prices Than Ever
Larger Assortment
List
Read Carefully Down Through This

ejoWed^ιη ^

liac
lviaxes
the
Light, tender, mouth-melting cake,
whether

for pastry, too, and

j

and
Je M mach
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L.A. BBOOKS.
Sec'y. au- Ir'M·

Petition for Discharge.

In the matter of
EBNEST A.

ι

TAYLOK,
} In lt*'ikru|*y
Bankrupt. I
r ihf
To the IIom. Clabkmck Halk, Ju'U*f for W<

District Court of the Unite 1 Suu
District of Maine :
tn tb<
A. TAYLOB. of Norway,
Maine, in
Count? of Oxford, and State of

EBNEST

t

"n

»ald District, respectfully repn-mi.t·.
'"'f
the 23rd (lay of May, last past, lu·
of ('•τ.»;'*·'
mliudged bankrupt under toe Arts
-:ir
relating to bankruptcy; that hr tia! rt>·
render»! all his property ami rl«lit<
and has fully compiled with all the requirement#
d!ok
u.
of said Acta and of the onlers of < ou»
bis

bankruptcy.

decree·}
Wherefore he pray·, that he may l*fr""1
*·{
by the Court to have a full discharge
i«r -*■'
(lebta provable against his e»tau·
1,1
a*
except such ilel»i»
bankruptcy Acta,
cepted by law from sucti discharge». 1-·Μ
Dated this30th day of June. A.
CBN EST A. TAYLOB, K»nkru|4
ORDER Of NOTICE

THEBKO.f.

II AIM K, ss.
on readOh this 18th day of July, A. D. 1914.
the
petition, It Is hearing 1*1·».'
foregoing
ing
a
Ordered by the Court, that
of Augu«t, A
»
upon the aame on the iSUi day
In bU I
1914, before said Court at Portland,
and that
irlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
I*™:
fori
Ox
The
In
notice thereof be published
District, *η·ι
Jcrat, a newspaper printed In said
la
that all known creditors, and other persons
and pi»1*·
time
Interest, may appear at the said
u*
win
tod abow cause, If any they have,
not I* i"1'1'1.
prayer of said petitioner shouM
thst
And It la further Ordered by the Court,
cr*<llu>r»
known
all
to
mall
Clerk shall send by
addresse-i
:oples of aald petition and this or 1er, «uu·· l
«them at tbetr places of reslilenœ as
Witness the Bom. Claumck Halk.at J"1^
lort
if the said Court, and tne seal thereof, of July.
toad, tn aald District, on the 10th day
A. D. 1914.
JAMES S. 1IEWEV. Clerk.
ÎL. ·.]
A true copy of pétition and order thereon.
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